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The analogous condition under which bX,r-b&S leads to a
less severe criterion on N'; that is a smaller N' for a
given thickness and wavelength Finally we use the fact
that the greatest value of n for which these expressions
were derived is subject to the inequality (n + 1)2<< N2v
Hence (nr+1)/p can be replaced by IN21 N'/ /2 on
the right side to obtain a criterion independent of ni
This leads to
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or in terms of conductivity s2

/ A2\ 2

Si>4\24 (b -a)2
By solving for b-a this criterion can also be interpreted
to say that if b-a exceeds

2
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times the skin depth the Rayleigh return will be like
that of a solid perfectly conducting sphere.

For an illustrative numerical example we assume
Al=-L2--=-=47X10 henry/meter, the value for free
space. Then for s2 in mhos/m, (b-a) in meters andf in
cycles/second

107 1.3 X 105
s2 >-

4r(b - a)2C, (b - a)2f

Let us con-sider a 0.5-mm thick shell. Then

10112

is required. For 3-cm waves, f 10l and the require-
mient iS s2>10 mhos/m, while for 3-neter waves,f 101
and the requirement is S2> 1000 mhos/ m S2 iS very fre
quency sensitive for dielectrics anid S2= 10 is just about
the greatest value of S2 reached for 3-cm waves by uni
loaded dielectrics listed in von Hippel's tables. It is
greater than the values reached for f 108 so that for
3-meter waves and a 0.5-mm thickncess some loading of
the dielec-trics would be needed.
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Epitaxial Diffused Transistors*

This letter describes diffused base tran-
sistors, the structures of which incorporate
thin semiconductor layers epitaxially de-
posited on low-resistivity substrates of the
same semiconductor. Collector series re-

sistance and excess stored charge in the
saturated switching condition are sub-
stantially lower than for diffused base
transistors made by more conventional
techniques. This makes possible significaiit
increases in switching speed and high-
frequency gain. The technique promises

* Received by the IRE, July 5, 1960.

comparable improvements in diode speeds
and opens possibilities of new complex
structures.

The bulk resistivity of the semiconductor
wafer used in conventional diffused base
mesa transistors gives rise to an internal
resistance in series with the collector. In
small signal transmission applications of the
transistor, this resistance reduces the high
frequency gain by absorbing power which
might otherwise be coupled to the load. In
switching or other large signal use, it causes
excessive "on" voltage drop. In addition,
the high-resistivity bulk regioni slows the re
covery of the transistor from a saturated
switching condition by providing a long-
lifetime medium for stored charge. It is or
dinarily not possible to suppress these ef

fects by use of low-resistivity wafers because
this also lowers the collector breakdown volt-
age and raises the collector capacitance.

A more ideal transistor structure is
shown in Fig. 1. Here, the junction char-
acteristics are controlled by diffusing the
base and emitter layers into a thin, high'
resistivity layer. The main body of the col-
lector is a very-low-resistivity material,
Such a structure possesses all the advanr
tages of convenitional diffused base mesa
transistors and eliminates many of the dis-
advantages.

A technique for making such structures
is now available. The thin high-resistivity
layer can be produced by thermal decom-
position of silicon tetrachloride or germa-
nium tetiachloride on a low-resistivity
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Fig. I-Mesa transistor structure with thin high-
resistivity layer between diffused collector juinction
aid low-resistance collector body.

IABLtE I

InDIT M-POWER SILICON MlSA TRANSISTORS
7T (STORAGE TIME CONSTANT) FROM

STORAGE TIME RELATION

-,= TlIn (--) WITH /B2 = 0
Fig. 2-Lowr voltage coinmon emitter olutpuit characteristics of conventional and epitaxial silicon

(mtediuim-power, it-p-it) mesa transistors.

Conventional Epitaxial Film
Structiure Structure

Substrate Resistivity
Epitaxial Filin

0.002 fl cm

Resistivity 1 .5 Sl cm
Emitter Size 4 X35 2 X20 milt

BVC'0 80 90 volts
CC( X(a =5V) 30 10 p.f
V('E(l('=5(0 ma

IB =50 na) 1.9 0.6 volts
7's 1350 100 mpsec

substrate of the same material. When carried
out tinder the proper conditionis, the layers
grow epitaxially; i.e., the single crystal
structure of the substrate is propagated
into the thin film. Conventional diffused
base technology can then be used to make
transistors on this material.

Rough approximations to the structure
of Fig. 1 have previously been obtained by
diffusing or alloying a low-resistivity region
into the wafer from the collector contact
side. Because the critical thickness of the
high-resistivity region is the difference be-
tween total wafer thickness and the depth
of alloying or diffusion, these procedures
have been difficult to control and therefore
expensive.

'fraiusistors of both germanium and
silicon have been made on epitaxial ma-

terial. In the case of silicon, a low-resistivity
(0.002 ohm-cm) n-type crystal was used as

a substrate. Epitaxial n-type layers several
micronis thick were produced by the decom-
position of SiCI4. The base and emitter lay-
ers were then diffused using conventional
boron and phosphortis processes. The tran-
sistors have all the desirable features of con-

ventional diffused base transistors. For
example, they have high alpha, high gain
and sharp junctions. None of the electrical
parameters were degraded, while some pa-
rameters have been improved. Comparison
data for two medium power silicon tran-
sistors with about equal power ratings are

given in Table I, and their collector char-
acteristics are shown in Fig. 2. One is a
conventional 0.5-ampere switching tran-
sistor. The other is an epitaxial diffused
transistor with a much smaller emitter area.
As anticipated, the collector series resis-

Fig. 3-Low-voltage common emitter output characteristics of conventional and epitaxial germanium
mesa transistors. (Emitter 1 X2 mil2.)

tance, switching speed and collector capaci-
tance of the epitaxial transistor are signifi-
cantly better than for the conventional
transistor. Comparable and extended results
have been obtained for low-level silicon
switching transistors by A. E. Blakeslee and
H. J. Patterson.

Similar improvements have been made
in germanium transistors. In this case the
epitaxial layer was again formed on a low-
resistivity substrate by decomposition of the
tetrachloride. The base and emitter layers
were formed by diffusing antimony and
alloying aluminum, respectively. The col-
lector characteristics of a typical unit as

compared with a conventional structure are
shown in Fig. 3.

In addition to the improvements in elec-
trical performance, many fabrication prob-
lems are eased by use of epitaxially grown
material. For example, the problem of mak-
ing noninjecting ohmic contacts to the col-
lector body of a germanium transistor is
eliminated. Also, in fabricating the epitaxial
transistor structures, there is no need to
lap or polish the wafer prior to diffusion. By
the elimination of these processes, mechan-
ical damage in the material is reduced. In
addition, the epitaxial layer provides close
control of the high-resistivity region of the
collector body.

Although we have emphasized the com-

patibility of epitaxial films with conven-

tional diffusion and alloying processes, the
use of the material is by no means restricted
to these techniques. For example, the need
for a diffused base layer may be eliminated
by doping the epitaxially grown film to an

appropriate resistivity.
The same techniques obviously apply

to diodes, p-n-p-n devices and similar junc-
tion elements. Comparable improvements
are expected in these devices.

The use of epitaxial material, however,
is not restricted to conventional devices.
Complex structures, which are difficult to
fabricate or not possible with conventional
device technology now become feasible.
These techniques will open many new hori-
zons in the semiconductor device area.

The authors gratefully acknowledge the
help of their colleagues in this work. The
guidance and assistance of 1. M. Ross, J. M.
Early, and J. M. Goldey is especially ap-

preciated.

H. C. THEUERER
J. J. KLEIMACK
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H. CHRISTENSEN

Bell Telephone Labs.
Murray Hill, N. J.
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lUse of the Hydrogen Line to
Measure Vehicular Velocity4

The purpose of this correspondence is to
present some of the considerations leading
to the development of a device to measure

the velocity of a vehicle by means of the
Doppler shift in the stellar spectrum.

In 1947, the first laboratory measure-
ments of the 21-cm hydrogen line in radio
astronomy were made.i In 1955, the "red
shift" of a distant radio source was detected
by observing the 1420-mc absorption line
Doppler shifted to 1340 mnc. To the present,
sufficient data have been gathered on celes-
tial radio sources so as to make it practical
to employ the Doppler shift of their absorp-
tion spectra in the solution of navigation
problems. Equipment is now being con-

structed to further study these sources for

this special application. The celestial sources

most highly regarded for their utility in navi
gation are Cassiopeia A, Taurus A and Sagit-
tarius A The closest of these (Taurus A) is
1100 parsecs from our planetary system,
which is equivalent to approximately 3600
light years. These sources have several im-
portant physical characteristics in common.

As discrete radio sources they each stubtend
an angle in the sky of approximately 6 min-
utes of arc. Their spectra may be observed
both in emission and absorption. The ab-
sorption notch is quite sharp and is the basis
for their utility in navigation. (It is a hydro-
gen cloud positioned between the observer
and the radio source which causes the ab
sorption feature to be formed. ) For example,
Cassiopeia A has a notch which is 25 kc wide
at the half-power level. In emission, it is a

line approximately 0.5 mc in width. This
broadening is due to the turbulence of the
hydrogen cloud whose subtended angle may
be 10" of arc or more. The gross motion of
the clouds represent radial velocities varying
from km/sec to 10 km/sec. This will
Doppler shift the absorption notch 4735 cps
per km/sec. The gross radial velocity of the
absorbing medium may be regarded as con-

stant over the period of an interplanetary
voyage. The right ascensions of Cassiopeia
A, Taurus A and Sagittarius A are 23 hours
21 minutes, 5 hours 31 minutes and 17 hours
43 minutes, respectively. Cassiopeia A and
Taurus A may be found at declinations of
58" 32' and 22" 00' above the celestial equa-
tor, while Sagittarius is 28' 45' below itc3
This spacial distribution is favorable with
regard to a determination of inertial velocity
from three independent noncoplanar ye-

locity measurements,
Of the three sources considered, Cassi-

opeia A has the greatest apparent intensity,
and it is the only source which is continu-
ously visible by an observer on earth at a

latitude of +40". Cassiopeia further lends
itself to the navigation problem by having a

fine absorption line approximately 200"K
deep as measured with an antenna aperture

Received by the IRE, February 29, 1960.
H. C. Van De Hulst, "Studies of the 21-cnm Line

and their Interpretation," International Astronomical
Union Symp., Cambridge University Press, England,
p. 3; 1957.

2 F. T. Haddock, "Introduction to radio astron-
omy,' PROC. IRE, vol. 46, pp. 3-12, January, 1958.

3 J. P. Hagen, A. E. Lilley, and E. F. McClain,
'Absorption of 21-cm radiation by interstellar hydro
gen," Astrophys. J., vol. 122, pp. 361-375; November,
1955.

of 75 feet. One may estimate the error in de-
termining the center freqcuency of this fine
absorption line with the use of the expres-
sion

2.94 W(-2a3< N

where
af=the rms error in determining the

center frequency of the notch;
W=spectrumn bandwidth at the half

power level (25 kc);
T=the smoothing time (500 seconds),

N/S=noise-to-signal ratio (7);

(294 25 X l0° 1/2 X 7
500/

= 150 cps.

This corresponds to a velocity of 70 mph.
The above equation is derived from rela-

tions given by Schultheiss et al. for measur
ing the center frequency of a symmetrical
power spectrum. The bandwidth is half
power bandwidth for the narr-ow absorption
line in the profile of Cassiopeia A. The time
of integration, T, is taken as a period which
is small compared to the duration of an inter-
planetary voyage. The N/S ratio is a func
tion of the intensity of the source, size of the
antenna and the noise figure of the receiver,
This uncertainty is attainable with a re-
ceiver whose noise figure is of the order of
7.5 db. With the use of a maser preamriplifier,
the noise figure will be considerably im-
proved with a corresponding increase in the
accuracy of measurement. For a comparisoni
between celestial sources, it is indicated by
a theoretical analysis that with a 30 foot
antenna, a maser preamplifier, and a smooth
ing time of 21 seconds, a, would be 200 miles
per hour, using Cassiopeia A as a source.
The same system, using Taurus A as a
source and a smoothing time of 26 seconds,
gives a a of 2000 miles per hour.

In order to obtain information pertinent
to the design of an automatic hydrogen line
tracker which will continuously measure the
radial velocity of a vehicle with respect to a
celestial source, a receiver-recording system
is under construction. This will produce in-
formation on the statistical nature of the
hydrogen line signal. The signal is "recorded
live" on a wide-band magnetic tape re
corder. A portion of the black body radiation
continuum of the celestial source is also re
corded. These two samples are 200 kc wide
and approximately I mc apart. Since the
continuum radiation has a consta it power
spectral density it is used as a refeirence sig
nal in an AGC circuit to compensate for the
non-flatness of the receiver-recorder system.
The need for this becomes obvious when one
realizes that with a receiver with a 7.5-db
noise figure, the absorptioii notch in Cas
siopeia A represents a narrow depression at
most only 0.5 db below the power spectral
density of the background noise. In addition
to a live tape recording of the hydrogen spec-
trum, a pen-type recording of the profile of
the notch is also made. It is expected that
the basic information about these stellar
spectra needed to design the frequency

4 P. M. Schultheiss, C. A. Wogrin, and F. Zweig,
"Short time frequency measurement of narrow-band
random signals in the presence of wide-band noise,
J. Appl. Phys., vol. 25, pp 1025-1036; August, 1954.

tracker will be deiived from these record
ings. The live recording will theii be used as
a "star simnulator" during tracker tests

Basically, the hydrogen line frequenicy
tracker will be a 1420 ic receiveri [he resc
onance feature of the received sigrnal will be
amplified by a. lo w-ioise RF amplifier such
as a cniaser, This is mixed with a local oscil-
lator signal LO The intermediate frequency
fP-fho is interpreted as a zero speed with
respect to the local standard of rest. The
velocity of the vehicle along the line of sight
to the celestial source is given byv

v w w ww__ww C.
1420 40576 mc

where
C=velocity of light
f,,=measured center frequency of notch.

Two other velocity determinations are made
with respect to the two other sources. The
three velocity components are fed into a
computer whose output is the inertial ve
locity of the vehicle. These data are com
pared with a stored velocity program for the
voyaging vehicle, and the difference used to
correct velocity components of thLe vehicle
while in flight.

SEYMOUR FisLDON
GPL Division

General Precision, Inc.
Pleasantville N. Y

Frequency i420.40576 mc, cted by A. ti. Bar-
rett, "Spectral lines in radio astronomy,'" POC. IRE,
vol. 46, pp. 250-259; Jansuary, 1958. See second para-
graph, p. 256.

Internal Field Emission and Low
Temperature Thermnionic Emis-
sion into Vacuum4

Mead has recently reported on tunnel-
emnission experiments using aluminum oxide
sandwiched between two aluminum layers.'
This note is to report independent work
along similar lines by the writers

The objective of the work is a cold cath
ode possessing the following desirable at
tributes.

1) Very high emission densities, for use
in high-power beam-type niicrowave
tubes.

2) Beams with low noise temperature for
Use in low-noise microwave tubes.

3) Instant cathode starting.
4) Long cathode life

BARRIER MATERIAL CONSIDERATIONS

It was decided almost at the outset that
conventional insulating materials would not
be the most suitable for the "tunnel or
barrier layer. There are two reasons, both
having to do with the large forbidden gap

* Received by the IRE, May 31 1960.
1 C. A. Mead, 'The tunnel-emission amplifier,

PROC. IRE (Correspondence), vol. 48, pp 359-361;
March, 1960
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in insulators. For a given tunneling current
density and barrier potential drop, the re-
quired barrier thickness is an inverse func-
tion of the barrier height; i.e., the higher the
barrier, the thinner the barrier has to be.
(The barrier potential drop must be ap-
proximately equal to or greater than the
work function of the surface film in order to
obtain emission into the vacuum.) The uni-
formity and reproducibility problems of a
thin film become increasingly difficult as the
thickness of the film is decreased.

The second reason for deciding against
conventional insulating materials is that of
voltage breakdown. For a large forbidden
gap and fixed barrier potential drop, the
barrier thickness must be (relatively) small
in order to achieve the desired tunneling
current densities, as mentioned previously.
The resulting high value of electric field is
quite likely to cause destructive breakdown
of the material. Mead reported destruction
of his units at low currents.' This could be
the result of one of two factors. First, the
film thicknesses of his units could have been
nonuniform. Thus some one very small area

could have been producing essentially all of
the emission, and attempts to increase the
emission could have resulted in disruptive
values of electric field over that small area.
The other factor could have been the very
intense values of electric field set up at the
corners of his small evaporated aluminum
squares, causing emission at these points
and subsequent rupture upon increasing the
applied potential.

At any rate, from uniformity, repro-
ducibility, and dielectric strength considera-
tions the writer decided essentially at the
outset of his work to use a barrier material
with a comparatively small forbidden gap,
or in other words a semiconductor. The
conductivity of the semiconductor is an im-
portant consideration, as it is desired that
tunneling current should predominate over
conduction current by a large factor. How-
ever, it should be recognized that bulk re-
sistivities may be misleading when dealing
with such thin films. For barrier films on the
order of 50 to 500 Angstroms in intimate
contact with metallic materials on both
sides, the conductivity properties of the
barrier material may be quite different from
those of the bulk material. In effect, we are

dealing with a surface phenomenon through-
out the barrier, and surface states may be
the important consideration rather than
bulk properties.

Nevertheless, it was decided by the
author that a semiconductor having high
bulk resistivity would be the safest material
to start with. Cuprous oxide was chosen for
the initial experimental work because the
calculated tunneling current, for the in-
tended film thicknesses, greatly exceeds the
conduction current calculated on the basis
of bulk resistivity at room temperature.

EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES AND RESULTS
The copper substrate was in the form of

inch diameter rods. Only OFHC copper
was employed, and the first step (after
chemical cleaning of the surface) consisted

of a vacuum-firing procedure to remove oc-
cluded gasses. The rods were then electro-
lytically etched in order to remove all micro-

scopic high spots. The copper was then oxi-
dized by several different methods, the
most successful consisting of the formation
first of cuprous chloride in a chloric solution
and conversion at low temperature into
cuprous oxide, according to the formulas:

Cu + Cl- CuCl

4 CuCl + 1/202 Cu12 + 2 CuCl2 (2)

The cupric chloride product of the second
reaction was dissolved out in warm water,
leaving a fairly uniform and homogeneous
thin film of cuprous oxide on the substrate.

The films were tested by point-contact
techniques to display the current-voltage
characteristics on an oscilloscope. The point-
contact method has an important advantage
over the evaporated film technique in that
the uniformity of the coating can be sub-
jected to direct test by probing different
spots on the film. It has the obvious disad-
vantage, however, that the area of contact
is not precisely known. Also, the contact
pressure was found to be an important
factor, larger pressures yielding larger tun-
neling currents. This is probably a result
of a simple mechanical distortion of the
lattice. At any rate, the pressure can be con-

trolled in order to eliminate this variable.
In addition, if the position of the Fermi
level in the barrier material is known, the
area of contact can be calculated, as can the
film thickness, the voltage gradient, and the
emission current density.

Fig. 1 shows a typical trace of the cur-

rent-voltage characteristic of a point con-

tact, taken directly from an oscilloscope.
This curve would indeed appear to confirm
the predominance of tunneling current over
conduction current, at least for the current
densities involved. If the electrical contact
between the barrier layer and the substrate
is presumed ohmic, then rectifying action
should be in evidence for a nonohmic point
contact on the cuprous oxide surface. There
has been no such evidence in any of the ex-
periments so far conducted. If the point con-
tact on the surface is presumed ohmic, then
the curve should possess a measurable slope
at the origin. For all cases tested the slope is
essentially zero at the origin, as in Fig. 1.

Fig. 1-Typical current-voltage tunneling character-
istic of point contact on thin cuprous oxide film
over a copper substrate.

THEORETICAL CONSIDERATIONS
It is believed that a good theoretical

approximation to the situation being en-
countered can be obtained through applica-
tion of the field-emission equation of Fowler
and Nordheim.' It is only necessary to inter-
pret the work function in the original equa-
tion as the barrier height of the semicon-
ductor in the present application. The equa-
tion is rewritten here for convenience.

e I1/2
J = +(J)E2

27rh (¢+ D)(DI/2
/8 X mp3/2

.exp \12n
3 1h E

(3)

where
J =the current density
e = the electronic charge
h = Planck's constant
=the Fermi potential in the substrate

b= the barrier height of the semicon-
ductor (the work function of the cold
field emitter in the original usage of
the equation)

E= the field strength in the semiconductor
m = the electronic mass.

The value of ¢ for copper was calculated to
be 7 ev from the relation

h2 (3n\2/3
2m 8wr) (4)

where n is the number of free electrons per
unit volume. The only unknown in (3) is
then 4, the barrier height in the semicon-
ductor. For an assumed of 0.9 volt (one-
half the forbidden energy gap), (3) can be
written

J= 2.17 X 10- E2exp -9 )* (5)

Eq. (5) has been fitted to the experi-
mental I-V curves of the type illustrated in
Fig. 1 by matching at two arbitrary points
on the curves. A comparison was then made
between the experimental and theoretical
curves. As shown in Fig. 2 for a typical case,

the agreement is extremely close.
Typical calculated values for the film

thickness and contact area from such com-
parisons are, respectively, 10 Angstroms

90
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Fig. 2-Comparison between theoretical and experi-
mental current-voltage tunneling characteristics of
point contact on thin cuprous oxide film. The
circles represent theoretical points plotted from
(5).

2 R. H. Fowler and L. Nordheim, "Electron emis-
sion in intense electric fields," Proc. Roy. Soc. (London)
A, vol. 119, pp. 173-181; June, 1928.
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and 2 X 10-4 CMcm Peak calculated electric
fields and current densities without dielec-
tiric rupture are typically, 108 volts/cm and
1010 amp/cm2. It is believed that the filmns
are thicker- than 10 Angstromxs. If the Fermi
level is ac tually closer to the conduction
hand than the assumed 0.9 volt, the calcu-
lated film thickness would he correspond-
inigly larger. T1hc calculated values of con-
tact area w-ould also be larger, and the elec-
tric fields and current densities 'would hc
correspondingly smaller.

A more desirable procedure would be an
indepen-dent determination of the film
thickness. This would permit an accurate
evaluation of the barrier height in the semi-
coniductor. TIhis, in turn, would permit the
evaluation of different methods of fabrica-
tion, as the Fernii level quite likely depenids
to a large degree on the method of prepara-
tion and the kind and c'oiienitration of imi-
purities.

TEmPERAT URE, CONSIDERATIONS

Thc above measurements werc all takeni
at room temperature. By taking measure-
muents at different temperatures it may be
possible to deduce the position of the Fermi
level (and hence the barrier height) in the
semiconductor film.

Temperature considerations can be ex-
pected to be important in the operation of
the final finished cathode. For one thing,
elevated temperatures would inicrease the
intrin-sic conductivity of the barrier layer
to an intolerable level. But, more impor-
tantly, the transmission factor through the
metallic surface film will certainly be a func-
tion of temperature. In fact, it may be nec-
essary to refr-igerate the cathode in order to
seur sufficiently long moan free paths in
the surface film.

COLD fTHiERMIONic EmiSSION

The internal-field cathode could be
operated in a space-charge-limited condi-
tion, as in the case of conventional thermi-
onic emiitters. In fact, when so operated, the
internal field cathode is in every sense of the
word a thermionic emitter, as only those
electrons possessing sufficient thermal en-
ergy can surmount the potential barrier pre-
sented by the space-charge-formed virtual
cathode and escape into the vacuum. This is
true eveni if the cathode is refrigerated down
to liquid heliumn temperatures. In effect, the
internal field emission process produces a
metallic emitting surface with an essentially
zero or even negative work function, the
value being controllable through the bias
applied across the semiconductor film.

While ordinary high-field emitters have
a comparatively high effective noise tem-
perature2 (owing to the absence of any vir-
tual cathode), the internal field cathode
operating under space-chaige-limited condi-
tions produces a velocity spread dependent
uponi the lattice temperature, ju5st as in or-
dinary thermionic emitters. Therefore, a
refrigerated internal field cathode should be
capable of producing an electron. stream in

O R. W. De Grasse and G. Wade, "Electron Beam
Noisiness and Equivalent T hermnal Tempe-ature for
High-Field Emission from a Low-Temperature Cath-
ode," Electronics Labs., Stanford University, Stanford,
Calif., Internal Memo.; March 27, 1956.

whicn current fluctuation noise predomi-
nates over velocity fluctuiation nioise. T1his
is just the opposite ol' ordinairytherm-iionic
emitters. The possibilities for produicing
very low-noise, traveling-wavy tubes of
otherwise conventional broad-banid design
are therefore quite attractivc,

CONCLUS10NS

It is the author's hope that this niote may
contribute towards the achievemenit of a
satisfactory internal field emitter. The po-
tentialities offered by such a cathode appeai
to be rewarding enough to warrant a con-
siderable amnount of attenitioni in the imme-
diate future.

D. V. G01 PPERT

Sylvaniia Electric Products Inc.
Mountain View, Calif.

P-N junctions Between

Semiconductors Having

Different Energy Gaps4

H. L. Armstronig0 discuissed the possible

existence of junctions between two semi-

conductors of different energy gaps in 1958,

He based the discussion on an earlier paper
by Kroemer,0 who had formulated a p-,n

junction in which the p side had a wider gap

than the n side. Kroemer considered, in addi-

tion, the general case of an inhomogeneous
semiconductor with. a tionuixifornm band-

'Width. In a germanium-silicon alloy, for

instance, a change in the alloy comxpositmon
might introduce a change in bandwidth ini a

spatial sense. Again, if the doping deiisities

are different in two regions of a given semi-

conductoi, the gradients of the band edges
could bse differeeit fetr the conductioun and the,

valence bands aiid the resulting quasi elec-

trie fields could be unequal for electrons and

holes.

The writer feels that these ideas cani be

further extended to include widely dissin-iilai
semxiconductors such as selenium and a semi-

conducting oxide, provided they are put
together- in such a maniner as to forni ani ef-

fective junction. Reactive sputtering of a

semiconducting oxide is believed to fornm
suich a junction with a suiitable substrate

material. An example is the jurnction known
to exist in one type of sele'ni-tim photovoltaic
cell consisting of a seleniiumi layer on which
a thin layer of senmic onductinig cadmiunoi

oxide3 is applied by reactive spuittering. IThese
Se-CdO photocells, such as the Weston

1Type .5 Pho-tronic®" Cell, are tioxv beirig
produced and used ini various applicationis
Earlier work coi the nhotoxvoltaic effect ini

iuixetioims betwecio seleniumen and xaiiousi

*Received by the IRE, March 04, 1960.

H. L. Armstrong, "On junctions between semi-

conductors having different energy gaps 'Pane. IRE,
vol. 46, pp. i307 1308, June, 1958.

2H. Kroemer, "Quasi-electric and qluasi-magnetic
fields in nonuonfform semiconductors,' RCA Rev., vo'.
15, pp. 332-342; September, 1957,

3T. K. Lakshmanan, "The Weston type pho-
tronic cell,' Westoa Engrg. Notes, to be published.

-metal oxides had beeni reported by Proeston.
Accordiiig to Preston, tie limitinig exteint
tie space-charge regioni is absoit 10-- cm
andthesco tist isoninimate one,

it is oioposcd tbat asjictioni if this
type is in imoerfect pa juinctioni betxvcen
p-type seleniumn and t'he n-type oxidc, stec
is repiesenited is Fig~I, rather thai a nietol
semiconductoe juioctioii of the yvpe gemi-
e 'ally described ins cooonectioni wit'th cxc eacc
hier ty pes of cells. 'I'he band gap~ill scleriii i
os assumed to be 1.6 ev, as detcrtiniiod by
Henkels5 and Voi. F. Eckhnrt. Atceptor
levels are probably iiotinore thati 0.24 ev
from the full band7

SELENIUM
P-TYPE

CADMIUM OXIDE
N-TYPE

FERMIl LEVE

Fig. i -The proposed Sd-CdO p aimejuncoii

T he energy gap of CdO has lieot beeni dle
termxined accurately yet. Aii approximniate
estinmate of 2 to 3 ev c ouldl be noadle on the
basis of information axvailable on ZoO.
From the nature of the optical traistisiisiomo
through imper-fect cirystals, a rouigh valuec
of 2 ex has beeni proposed. M\easuienmeiots
made on- sinitered, coinpressed powdei-
blocks of CdO5 have yielded conidiiitivities
of the order of 100 ohm-- crn--i an-d c arriem-
conceintratioins of the ordeci of 1.0QiS 01cise
An earliei paper by 1-Etcwxigi ooi- reactixvely
sputItered CdO filmss gaye a cosndUCtiV rtx
approximately the sanme as the above value;
no carrier concenitrations were i-eportedc

Detailed measuremrensts were noiade by
the authoi- on the coniductivity anid Hiall
conistant on reactively spiitterecl CdO film-s
prepared on a mariner soimilar to those used
in the typical seleniunoi phcotocell. I hese
layers exhibit a niegative Hall eoiistant
yieldinig a carriei eoncen-trationi of approxi-
nmately 1009 cm-'. The con-ductivity is aboutt
100 ohm- ens-' and increases with iiici-eas
sing tenneratuire Photvoltic Jntitons
with seleniium xvere also produced usinog
highly oxidized CdO layers of much lowei-
condioctivity. 11hese samples at- unidouibt
edly iondegeoierate. tIhe obseredccconduc-
tivitx is, as in the case of m-at x other como

J.S. Preston, 'Constitutioni anid mechanism, of
the selenium rcctifiei phiotocell,' -Proc, Roy, Soc,
(Locdon) A, vol. 202, op. 449-466; August, 1950.

O fi. W. Henkels, "Model of Semiconducting Sele-
mium," presented at AIEE Winter Mtg., New vomk,
N. Y.; January, 0954.

6 Vor F. Eckhart, "Leitfahigkeits-Messungen ai
Hloehgereinigtem Selen," 4ccii Phy-sik, vol. 17, pp~
84-93, February, 0956.

7 K. W. Plessner, "Conductivity, Hall effect and
thermo electric power of selenium single crystals,"
Proc. Phys. Soc. (London) B, vol. 64, pp. 671 -680'
August, i951,

5 N. B. Hannay, 'Semsiconductors," Reinthold
Publishing Co., New York, N. V. p. 590; 1059.

9R. W. Wr'ight and J. A. Bastoi, "'The ctharacter
istic temperature and effective election mnass for eon-
duction processes in -admium oxide,' Proc. Phys,
Soc, (London) B, vul. 71 pp). 109 116; january,.1958S

0 &. Heiwig, "Elektrische Leitfiihigkeit unod
Struktur aufgestjiubter KCadmiuimoxydscbichteno
Z. Physik, vol. 132, pp. 621 ,642, August 0952.
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stoichiometric oxides," due to the presence
of oxygen deficiency or interstitial cadmium,
or both."2 By varying the sputtering condi-
tions wide variations in the conductivity
and carrier concentration can be produced.

In the proposed p-n junction between
nondegenerate CdO and Se, Fig. 1, the
energy gaps are assumed to be different and
the quasielectric field for electron flow dif-
fers from that for hole flow. The general
equations for current flow under dark condi-
tions are, for such a junction,

Jh= e/ShpE() eDhVp

Je = eps5xE(0) + eD)eVn

where J is the current density,D the diffusion
constant, A the mobility and n and p the
electron and hole densities, respectively. The
subscripts or superscripts e and h refer, re-
spectively, to electrons and holes.

It is interesting to note that Yamaguchi"2
had postulated that in the case of a blocking
layer rectifier, the rectifying action existed
at the junction between Se and CdSe and
not at the CdSe-Cd junction. CdSe is well
known to be n-type. More recently, Yashu-
kova"l has pointed out that a p-n junction
may be supposed to exist between Se and
CdSe. Furthermore, a simplified scheme
with equal energy gaps on the p and n sides
and with a barrier film in between has been
given by Dietzel, Gorlich and Krohs'4 for a
special type of selenium photovoltaic cell.
The present scheme is considered to be an

extension of these ideas.
Further work on the semiconducting

properties of CdO is continuing. A more
detailed examination of this type of p-n
junction with unequal gaps is also being
made.

T. K. LAKSHMANAN
Weston Div.

Daystrom, Inc.
Newark, N. J.

11 E. J. W. Verwey and F. A. Kroger, "New views
on oxidic semiconductors and zinc-sulphide phos-
phors," Philips Tech. Rev., vol. 13, pp. 90-95; October,
1951.

12 J. Yamaguchi, "On the blocking layer of seleni-
um rectifier (II)," J. Phys. Soc. Japan, vol. 10, pp.
234-236; March, 1955.

13 I. M. Yashukova, "Electrical Conductivity of
Polycrystalline CdSe," Soviet Phys. (Solid-State), vol.
1, p. 349; March, 1959.

14 G. Dietzel, P. Gorlich, and A. Krohs," Uber
Selenphotoelemente," in "Jenaer Jahrbuch," VEB
Carl Zeiss, Jena, Ger., vol. 1, pp. 203-277; 1958.

An Optimal 'Discrete Stochastic
Process Servomechanism*

In an article to be published elsewhere,
a complete optimal class of servos is derived
which provides maximal smoothing in a cen-
tain novel sense for discrete stochastic proc-
esses. The present note represents an ex-
tension of Mills' theorem to indicate a par-
ticular member of the optimal class which, in
addition to assuring maximal smoothing in

* Received by the IRE, February 12, 1960.
l H. D. Mills, "Smoothing in discrete servo-

stochastic processes," submitted for publication in the
J. Soc. Indns. and Appl. Mechanzics.

Mills' sense, also provides quickest response
and zero average error.

A brief review of Mills' theory is neces-
sary in order to appreciate the import of
of and constraint upon the preseint exten-
sion. Thus Mills considers a discrete servo-
stochastic process defined to be a sequence
of random variables of the form

where
P = (ea, Cl, nl,e2, C2, 2 ' * ) (1)

et is interpreted as an "error" in an op-
eration at the beginning of time peri-
od 1,

ct is a "correction" made in the operation
at the beginning of period t, but with
prior knowledge of et,

nt is the "noise" entering the operation
during period t.

The process P, in conjunction with a se-
quenice of numbers representing the "initial
conditions," is characterized by the follow-
ing properties, for t=0, 1, 2,

et+ = et + Ct + ft

Ct+l S( .( ft-, et, ct, int)

Prob (nt < x) = N(x)

(2)

(3)
(4)

where S is an arbitrary function and N is an
arbitrary distribution.

Eq. (2) represents a conservation of error
in the operation (holding with probability
1); (3) specifies a "servo" or "decision pol-
icy" S (also holding with probability 1);
and (4) describes the noise, which is taken
to be identically and independently dis-
tributed period by period. The objective of
Mills' paper is to determine that class of
servos, that is, that class of functions, S,
which are optimal in a certain sense. The
sense in which they are optimal is related to
an "uncertainty principle" for servo-sto-
chastic processes, derived by Mills, namely,
that for any servo

ke 2 2 (kc + k ) ' (5)

or, in another form,

k,k5
> -(1 k,2) 2,

wherein ke, and kc are respectively defined by

k. = aelOn, kkc=O-C/., (7)

the sigmas being variances, and it being as-
sumed that a-,2 >0. The ratios ke and k,,
Mills calls the "error to noise ratio" and the
"'correction to noise ratio;" k, gives a meas-
ure of "how well the servo is doing" and k,
gives a measure of "how hard the servo is
working." Eqs. (5) and (6) demonstrate that
both these ratios cannot simultaneously be
decreased indefinitely by better servo de-
sign. Mills terms the relations (5) and (6)
the "smoothing capacity" of servos in dis-
crete servo-stochastic processes.

Mills limits his analysis to stable proc-
esses, that is, to those for which all first and
second-order statistical moments approach
definite limits in time, e.g.,

e lim et, c = lim ct, n-==nt

re2= lim o'2(t), etc. (8)
t-*oo

[where it=E(et), et=E(ct), Tit=E(nt), and E
denotes the expectation or mean value].

Mills then formulates a complete optimal
class of servos which achieves the equation
form of the inequality of (5). These optimal
servos turn out to be linear, namely, of the
form

Ct = a(et 3) (9)
where 0 <a. 1, and : is arbitrary.

As Mills states, "That so simple a class
of policies is complete and optimal seems
quite fortuitous considering the fact that
they are in competition with all possible
servos, nonlinear, discontinuous, or what
have you." Eq. (9) is Mills' optimal class
of servos; that is, (9) gives the form of the
function S of (3) which is optimal in the
sense that the uncertainty principle of (5)
is minimized. Mills also demonstrates that
the same class is also optimal for the case in
which there are information time delays
and/or servomechanical response times.
Thus, with a composite time delay of T
periods, the "uncertainty principle" of (5) is
amended by squaring the expression and
then adding the term + T on the right-hand
side, but the optimal class of servos given
by (9) remains optimal without alteration.

The extension of Mills' theorem to in-
clude optimization with respect to response
time and average error is easily gained as
follows.

In the couirse of his derivation, Mills ex-
hibits a formula for the limit average error,

Ft
e = - +[.

ae
(10)

Now the conditional expectation value of
the error on the t+I period, given the error
on the previous period, is given by
E(et+l/et) = E(ea + Ct + nt/et)

= E(et(l - a) + a[3 + nt/et)
= (1 -a)et +a[3+ n

= (1 - a)eat + a. (11)
In the evaluation of the conditional expec-
tation, we have employed the expression for
the optimal-smoothing servo class, given by
(9). If in (11) we choose a to be equal to 1,
then the expected error is no longer condi-
tional, but is simply given by the average

error independent of the previous history
of the servo. Returning to (10), now with
a =1, we see that minimal average error,

namely 0 error, is gained by choosing the
arbitrary constant to be equal to the
negative of the average noise. Thus letting
a = 1, and = -n, insertion in (9) yields

Ct = (et + n). (12)
This simple expression represents the op-
timal servo which, providing maximal
smoothing, assures quickest response, and
zero average error. It is quickest in the sense
that given some initial nonaverage error, the
servo "assures" return to the mean error in
the shortest number of periods possible,
namely 1. Any other choice of a would lead
to a servo which would approach the mean
error value only in the limit.

The servo represented by (12) is the one
which an engineer is first tempted to apply
in any error correction servo system. It
states that the correction to be applied is
the negative of the error resulting from the
previous step, plus the negative of the ex-
pected noise. Stated another way, if one has
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an- error el, and one knows tnat toe average
noise is ii, then the "simple mii-ided" sioltion'
w"oold be to make a correction- given by the
negative of the som of the two eriors. The
extraordinary fact is that this "sirmifle-
miiided" design is optimal., in that it pro-
vides maximomi smoothong, qoickest re-
sponse, and zero average error.

GE,ORGE C. SPONSLER
Hoffmani Electronics Corp.

Science Center
San'ta Barbara, Calif.

On Stabilizing the Gain of
Varactor Amplifiers*

A iioiber of regenerative varactor ami-i
plifiers have been tested with a view to their
tise as low-i-ioise preaniplifiers ini certain
radioastrononiical observations where a
gain constancy of the order of one part in a
thoosand is required. This iiote is an ac-
conit of experienice with the stabilization of
the so-called "degenerate" amplifier where

f?, 2,f,,
The power gain of a regenerative varac-

tot amplifier is a sensitive fonction of the
impedanices presented to the varactor, aiid
of the pom-p power level. For many sitoa-
tioiis, adeqoate imnpedance stability cani be
achieved by osiog rigid stroctoires and firm-
coisnectionis, avoidiiig sliding contacts in the
toining systems, paying close attention to
servin-g the cables and connectoirs, and os-
iiig stable ponip freqoencies. Stabilizing the
pomnp power level at the varactor reqoires
eqoal care in the constroctioii of the pomp
oscillator aiid the interconnecting ciicuits.
Bnt despite these precautionis, the experi-
ns-cnital am-plifiers, osing both fixed and self-
bias, showned onacceptable gain vairiations
which were traced to residual chaniges in the
potimp power level.

Doting the initial nieasorements 011i a
2000 mc degeneiate amplifier osing a ger-
niianinin diode (Hoghes type HPA 2810)
and a low resistance bias circoit, it was
nioticed that the gain tended to become inde-
pendent of the pomp powser loxvol wshen the
aisplitode of the pomp voltage was close tc
the value of the bias vol-tage. The degree of
satoration observed depended opon the
toning of the sigisal and pomp circoiits. This
behavior is illostrated by corves a and b of
Fig. 1. With the adjostmiiset of corve o,
which placed the peak of the gain corve at a
point where the net varactor dc corrent was
zero (see Fig. 1, corve c), the gain remiained
constant to withiii ± I per cenit over a
period of one hooti. This satoration effect
appear' to be caused by a slight increase ini
the varactor losses aiid to the dependenco
of the mean varactor capacitance oni the
pomp level, resolting in a change in both
damping and toning of the signal and pomp
circuits. No soch tendency to satorate was
observed with self-bias.

A considerable forther improvemient in
gain stability was achieved by using the
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Fig. 2--DC circuit ot pen- p stabilizer,

varactor dc corrent to coiitrol the pomp
level. The ~circoit of Fig. 2 was otilized to
control the pomp power so that operation
was always at the crossover point 'N" of
curve c of Fig. 1. I

In Fig. 2, "O.A." is a high gain, chopper
stabilized, dc operatioiial amplifier with, an
eqoivalent inpot noise corrent less thais a
millinsicroamnpere (Philbrick USA series
onits). Because of the steepness of the recti-
fied varactor corrent characteristic, aiid the
precautions discossed earlier,I it has been
possible to achieve ani excellent gain stabil-
ity. On the laboratory benich at gain settings
of 20 25 db, the gain of a 400 nie amplifier
was foond to be more stable than that of the
test receiver osed, the measoremntes merely
indicating that tie inistability was of the
order of, or less thaii, one part in a thooisan-d
over periods of half an boor ori note For-
thor- it has beeii possible to make precise
measorei-nenits of excess nioise, gain, and
baiidwidth, wheii operatiiig at gains as high
as 40 db. Ihos it appeai's that gain- floetua-
tions caused by pomp variation. aire now
relatively onimportant compared to those
caosed by impedance changes.

The stabilizationi scheme described
above woold appear to 'be sosceptible to
changes in the varactor corrents caused by

IThis general metbod of stabilization bas been
osed before in the design of -ultra-stable conventional

Recevedby te IE, My i, 010. mRccivebycreyEstatirmaiyxtrs.6

aii-ibieiit teiiperture1ariaio41(s1 1r the
iaboratory i-c :iginifica ]t temperta re seans
tivity has beC11 obsetved,

Tihe rectified )unO c0urremt wil iicrease
the noise genei-ated Fin ihthhtplfeeyond
the valoe expcti trorn fhe circt1 ai

vata(tot losscs Xt 2400 tc,and opetatingp
at the erossover pint the noise tempeiratnre
has becen observed to increase by aliouttii1
per cei from its minnimunno Int fot-
maximaum recLt~fed £everse curceni tof oic ta.

Irhis -work hsa beer cattied oiti iiiicr
the auispices of the Netherlanids Fnoundatioi',
for Radio Asti-onomyn s'oppotted by (tic
Nethetlands Organiization- for Pote fe
search (Z.WXV )0 Onc of themathots (Robiti
son) has heei secoinded from thc Radio-
physics tabsratory cf C.S.I .R.0 (Ains-
tralia),

13 J. ROBINSON
C L. SEEGRci

K J VAN DAMMI
J.T.it JAGFER

The Leiden Observatory
Leciden, Fhe NetherlantId

A Conference on the Propagation of
ELF Electromagnet'ic Waves*

On January 26, 1960, a conferenice was
held at the Central Radio Propagation
Laboratories (CRPVL) in B3oulder, CSolo.
which, was devoted miainily to the oubject of
radiowave propagation of extremely low
frequencies (ELF). TIhe frequency iarigc
(less thani about 3 he) is well below those cot-
renitly osed in coimmonications. Lightonin
discharges, howe'vet, prodouce c onsiderable
energy ini this arang, and the radiated fields
have been osed for stodyifog the n torct- of
lightning phenomiena for man-y years at ftc-
quenicies as low as 10 cps. Other natoral
soources of both a errestrial and ani extra-
tertestrial natotre also radiate electroniiag-
mieic energy ini this frepiencv raiige, bL1
usoally to a lesser extet t than light -iii-ig-

Sine LLF signIias have been observed to
propagate with veiy low attesntationi it ias
been- suggested trorn fino to timne that they
woold be isefol for coimninocatiniis 01l a
world-wide seale. Fortheiamore, bc onse of
ccrtinarmageto-ionic phen()neria, -hes
waves m-tay penetrate -the ion-osoheie ai-d eni
able coimounication witth soace cehic les-
T1his is partiecularly sc in thc vicinity of 3 k
where a 11window in the iourosphere appears
'to exist. Another aspect of ELF waves i
that the wavelenigth is extreniely large (3000
ikn at luG cps) and coniseqojentci the sigi-ias
may easily be diffraeted aroond planetary
objects. For-thermore, otch sigiials penietrac
vith relatively scriall loss iiito coidw flot-g
media soch as 101cks aiIid soil. In f.act fre
quericies in this 'naige have beeii cised for
naiany year' in geophysic al explorationi

The topics discoissed at tbhe sonference
were divided irtto twoe sessiofiis I1 he first
dealt with observed c hai-acteristic s of o-at-
oral ELF fields and was moderated by J3 R~
Wait. The seccond dealt with the theory of
radiation- an-d pr oap'gation. of these waves
and was n-ioderated by ~A D. Watt. A very
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sketchy description of the individual presen-
tations is presented here.

E. T. Pierce of Avco Corporation, Wil-
mington, Mass, gave an introductory paper
on the nature of the waveforms of signals
radiated from lightning discharges. He indi-
cated that the characteristics of the "slow
tail" portion of the waveform enabled elec-
tron densities and collision frequencies to be
deduced for the lower edge of the ionosphere
E region.

George Garland of the University of Al-
berta, Edmonton, Can., then presented a
comprehensive paper on the nature of fluctu-
ations of the earth's magnetic field. Particu-
lar attention was given to the basis of the
magneto-telluric method of investigating the
earth's crust. Essentially, the idea is to com-
pare the tangential electric and magnetic
field variations on the surface of the earth.
The variation of the ratio of the frequency
spectra of these fields is related to the con-
ductivity of the earth's crust at depths of
the order of kilometers.

W. Campbell of the University of Alaska,
College, discussed the diurnal and seasonal
variations of geomagnetic fluctuations. He
concluded that for frequencies above about
2 cps the sources of the fields were primarily
from lightning discharges, while below this
frequency the field variations must be at-
tributed to solar effects. Further papers on
geomagnetic fluctuations were given by
P. A. Goldberg of RAND Corporation,
Santa Monica, Calif., and E. Maple of Air
Force Cambridge Research Center, Cam-
bridge, Mass. Both these authors confirmed
the idea that magnetic energy in the audio-
frequency range could be attributed almost
solely to lightning discharges.

A. D. Watt and E. L. Maxwell of CRPL
discussed the physical phenomena involved
in cloud-to-ground lightning discharges, and
the respective role of the static, induction,
and radiation fields. The radiation field was
shown to vary directly with frequency below
about 6 kc, and observed spectral character-
istics which depart from this law were satis-
factorily explained.

A. G. Jean and W. L. Taylor of CRPL
briefly described their experimental facilities
for measuring the waveforms of atmos-
pherics in this ELF range. The significant
feature of the scheme is that simultaneous
recordings are made of the same atmospheric
at widely separated stations.

E. L. Tepley presented an extensive sum-
mary of the activities of the Institute of Geo-
physics at the University of California at
Los Angeles. This included a statistical
study of the characteristics of "atmospheric
waveforms" using a large number of sam-
ples. Data on attenuation rates of ELF sig-
nals were also discussed. For example, at
100 cps, these are of the order of 1 db per
1000 km of path length.

In the first paper of the second session,
J. R. Wait of CRPL gave a theoretical treat-
ment of mode theory with special reference
to ELF. The effect of earth curvature and
the earth's magnetic field were included in
the analysis. Particular attention was fo-
cused on the behavior of the electric and
magnetic fields at distances from the source
which were comparable to the wavelength.
In the following paper, R. A. Helliwell of
Stanford University, Stanford, Calif., men-
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tioned certain peculiar characteristics of the
whistler sonograms which indicate that
whistlers sometimes contained appreciable
energy at ELF.

W. L. Anderson of the University of New
Mexico, Albuquerque, presented a theoreti-
cal discussion of the dispersion of electro-
magnetic pulses propagating in conducting
media. Certain recommendations were made
concerning the optimum pulse shape for sig-
nalling.

The transmission between two insulated
loop antennas immersed in a conducting
half-space was evaluated by H. A. Wheeler
of Wheeler Laboratories, Great Neck, N. Y.
He used a very straightforward method
which made use of the reciprocity theorem
and the known solution of the receiving an-

tenna problem. In a sequel to this paper,
L. Rawls of Developmental Engineering
Company, Norwalk, Conn., discussed the
engineering design of buried antennas. K. A.
Norton of CRPL then emphasized the ad-
vantages of the system-loss concept in pre-
senting radiation and propagation data at
ELF.

R. K. Moore and R. H. Williams of the
University of New Mexico, Albuquerque,
outlined a theoretical treatment of the hori-
zontal electric antenna immersed in a con-

ducting half-space. Essentially, the problem
is a generalization of the Sommerfeld prob-
lem of a dipole on the surface of the half-
space. They also considered the impedance
of the antenna, using an approximate meth-
od which has its roots in transmission line
theory. C. H. Harrison, Jr. of Sandia Cor-
poration, Albuquerque, N. M., then pre-
sented a full treatment of the finite cylindri-
cal antenna immersed in a conducting medi-
um of infinite extent. The King-Middleton
method of iteration for antennas in air was

modified for the case of dissipative media.
This was followed by R. S. Macmillan of the
University of Southern California, Los
Angeles, who gave an account of investiga-
tions of power-line antennas. Essentially, the
idea is to excite a section of power line which
acts as a horizontal center-fed dipole. The pat-
tern has a maximum looking straight up and
thus is very suitable for ionospheric inves-
tigations.

Finally, G. V. Keller and F. Frisch-
knecht of the U. S. Geological Survey,
Denver, Colo., presented a paper on their
electrical investigations of glaciers and ice
sheets using audio frequencies. The energy
was coupled to the medium by both elec-
trodes and loops. Using such schemes, it was
possible to outline the cross sections of the
Athabaska glacier in Alberta, Can.

Papers from the conference will be pub-
lished in early issues of the Journal of Re-
search of the National Bureau of Standards,
Section D (Radio Propagation). An edited
transcript of the oral discussions following
the papers is to be available.

A NOTE ON NOMENCLATURE
It is suggested by A. D. Watt and the

author that the following designations be
employed for these extra low frequencies.
VLF (very low frequency), 3 to 30 kc;
ELF (extremely low frequency), 1.0 to 3000 cps.

J. R. WAIT
National Bureau of Standards

Boulder, Colo.
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WWV and WWVH Standard Fre-
quency and Time Transmissions*
The frequencies of the National Bureau

of Standards radio stations WWV and
WWVH are kept in agreement with respect
to each other and have been maintained as
constant as possible with respect to an im-
proved United States Frequency Standard
(USFS) since December 1, 1957.

The nominal broadcast frequencies
should, for the purpose of highly accurate
scientific measurements, or of establishing
high uniformity among frequencies, or for
removing unavoidable variations in the
broadcast frequencies, be corrected to the
value of the USFS, as indicated in the table
below.

The characteristics of the USFS, and its
relation to time scales such as ET and UT2,
have been described in a previous issue,' to
which the reader is referred for a complete
discussion.

The WWV and WWVH time signals are
also kept in agreement with each other. Also
they are locked to the nominal frequency of
the transmissions and consequently may de-
part continuously from UT2. Corrections
are determined and published by the U. S.
-Naval Observatory. The broadcast signals
are maintained in close agreement with UT2
by properly offsetting the broadcast fre-
quency from the USFS at the beginning of
each year when necessary. This new system
was commenced on January 1, 1960. The
last time adjustment was a retardation ad-
justment of 0.02 s on December 16, 1959.

WWV FREQUENCY
WITH RESPECT TO U. S. FREQUENCY STANDARD

1960
June Parts in 1010t

1600 UT

1 -144
2 -144
3 -144
4 -144
5 -144
6 -145
7 -145
8 -146
9 -146
10 -146
11 -146
12 -146
13 -147
14 -147
15 -147
16 -146
17 146
18 -146
19 -146
20 -147
21 -147
22 -147
23 -147
24 -147
25 -147
26 -147
27 -147
28 -146
29$ -146
30 -148

t A minus sign indicates that the broadcast fre-
quency was low.

$ Method of averaging is such that an adjustment
of frequency of the control oscillator appears on the
day it is made. The frequency was decreased 3 X1010
on June 29.

NATIONAL BUREAU OF STANDARDS
Boulder, Colo.

* Received by the IRE, July 25, 1960.
"United States National Standards of Time and

Frequency," PROC. IRE, vol. 48, pp. 105-106; Janu-
ary, 1960.
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Energy Fluxes from the Cyclotron

Radiation Model of VLF Radio

Emission4

Several authorsi have suggested that

certaini natural audio--frequency electromag-

netic background radiations, notably dawn

chorus, are due to cyclotmon radiation- from

protons incident on the earth's exosphere.

The principal success of this theory is that

with the Doppler and ionospheric disner-

sion effects taken into account, the theory

nicely predicts the frequency vs time charac-

reristics of the observed signials. The purpuse

of this note is to point out that the cyclotron

theory, at least in its simple foiri, does not

seem to aeeouimt for the observed strength of

the radiation. A crude calculationi suffices to

shiow a discrepancy.

We consider that the radiation comes

Irons a spherical shell of thickness d centered

around the earth at a mean altitude h. above
the earth's suirface. Trhe streams of ineomiing
protons are described by a number density

ai ailid a particle velocity v. The expression

for- the radiated power passing through a

horizontal unit area at the earth's surface

involves the inverse-square spreading factor,

the anigular distribution and polarization of

each elementary radiator, t'he niagnetmc field

streilgth B, and the absorption and aniso-

tropic propagation properties of the mediumn

[his expression is difficult to evaluiate, How-

evr if we assunse iso-tropic radiation~fromi
each volunse element and phase c oherence of

all elementary radiators, sonici geoinetric at

m-anipulations show that

P :-nSdT

where P is the power incident oni a horizontal

unit area aiid S is the total power radiated

by a charged particle movinig (adiabatically)
in circular orbit,

he "enhanced"
7
solar wind, characteris-

tic of the active sotar conditions under wihich

dawis chorus is most frequently observed,
may have a particle density of l01 to 1.01 pro-

tons per cm' and a particle velocity of 1500

km/sec. These parameters suggest that the

particle flujx. will penetrate the geoninagnetme
field to a distance of about 1.5 earth radii 3

[berefore, we postulate the radiating layer

to be at an altitude of about 3500 krri above

the earth's suirtace. '[he etfectix layei
thickness d cani he estimated by comnipciting
the r-adial distance over which the inagiietic
field rchaiiges sufficienitly to accounit for -the

observed hanidwmdth of the signal.' Mae-

Arthuri has shown that the truie radiated Ice-

quency7 is inversely proportionial to B. Pheim

if v is the radiated frequenicy, As is the signal

bandwvmdth, aiid. AB the correspondiiig
chanige in magn-etic field, we have

AB =B

*Received by the IRE, Febrtoary i5, 1960

J. W. MacArthur, "Theory ot tie very low-fre-

quency radio emissions from the earth's exosphere,"

Phyvs Rev. Letters, vol. 2, pp. 491 492; Juoe 15, 1959.

2 W. B. Murcray and J. H. Pope, 'Doppler-shif ted
cyclotrion treQuency radiation from' protons -in the

exosphere,"~ Phys's Rev. Letters, vol. 4, pp. 5-6; Janoary

1,1960.
3.N. Parker, 'Auroral phenomena," PROC. IRE,

vol. 47, pp. 239-244; Febroary, i959.
~4We do not wisb to imply that the mnagnetic field

gradient i- the only canuse of broadening,

If we ceprese iit the earth's filed by a uipule
of moment p =-SX 1010 gauss-kM3, we nay

write B= pr-3(4 3 0), Then,

d -zi AB =

ar 3

The quantity Av/v' does lot exceed 0.2,1 and
we conclude that d;z-700 km. The quaiitity
S may be written ir inks units is

e4BV

At an altitude of 3500 km and middle geo-

magnetic latitudes (0 -~,45fl, B 0 12 gauss.

If we take v = 1500 km/sec, and note that

in this pairt of the earth's exosphere thc

local velocity of lighit is about 1/100 the free

space value,2 we find S8 2 X

Taking a particle density of t01 per cm' the

energy flux density estirmate becomes

P -;~1_5 X 1.0 iiwattS/M2

Sferics, short electromagnietic pulses

coining from lightning discharges, are by far

the most energctic source of niatural electro-

matic nloise in 'the audio-frequency region,
'his sferic background level determines the

ultim.ate detectability of signals fromi other

sources. The sferic power spec truin shows a

minimum in the neighborhood of 2 to 3 km,
and this mninimum value will be used ir
making the followin-g cstiimate of marginally
detectable signal strengths. Althoughi thc

sferic spectrurn is highly xvariable, a reasotii

able estimate' for the meaii field strength
is b ~10-0 gauss/cps. This value leads to a

background energy flux denisityin a 500 cps
banidwidth of about L.SXlO-1 watt/in3 tLet
uis assturmie that b has beeni ove'restimated b-y
a facto- of 10 anid fuctheo- assume that a

conti inious sign-al of 1/1.000 thc flux density
of the backgrouiitd ca i just be detected, trhis
rninimum detec table eiiergy firix dcnsity is

thei

P(min) -~ 1.5 X 10-1 wattS/M2.

The dawn- c horns fluxes observcd must theie
fore equal or e'xceed this value. Hence it ap-

pears that the protomi cyclotron radiatioi

miodel fails by ibout a farcfor of 101 to ac-

count for the sireiigth of the eniissmoiis,
In view of lie crcudity of thc calculation,

a factor of 101 is niot conCILusivec However,

the isotropic radi-atinig layer approxi niatior

probably overestimates the tr siti atioui iri

which focusing aiid absorptioni effeects are ini

cluded, and the ni.ninmum dct ectable sign-al
flux has bee estimated very coiisecvatively,
Jibe baici difficulty witIs thb cyclo)troil. niddel

is 'tb-it cvclotro-i radiation. is a very ini

efficient piocess fIn converting kinetic n

ergy at: audio freqiicncies. Also it is difficuolt
to ViSuialize bow bhe necessary phase coher

ence can be obtained overt large voluime of
elementar radiators, The theoi-y of Gallet,
in whirch the energy convecsion- proc ess is

siili lar to tIhat in traveling-wave tribe, p

pears to oIte- the possibility of subs'taniailly

-5See for exam pie the treouneicy-rime pints in toot.
notes 2 anid 7.

6 J. B. Wilcox and E. Maple, "Audio-Frequency
Fluctuarions ofthrie Geomagnetic Field," U. S. Navai

Ord. Lab. Navord Kept. 4009, July 9, i957.
7R. M. Gallet, "The very low-freqoency emrissions

generated in the earth's exoiphere," PROC, IRE, vol.
47, pp. 211-231; F'ebruary, 1959.

better conversion efficiency. nurcfiecinore,
the iecessary conidition of Ga let's niecha-

nismi (that the particle velocitiea cquial the
local ihase velocity of light) sereis quite
likelyitbe 'lfiled at sorrc 'oimit ii h
exospherec

t.he author is indebted to tDr, J. W

MacA\rthiurlfoa critical ieading of thenma-i-

R. A. SANTIaOCCO
Stromberg ('arlson IDivision
of Ge ieral l)ynmrrmiics Coep.

01chester, V.Y

AReceiver for Observation of VLF

Noise from the Outer Atmosphere4

Althiough high-f-e quency mridio ouitbursts
fromi the solar corona havebcen studied in-

tensively over the past diecade, it is onily
mecently thar mudh atteni ioni has beenI paid
to the analogous radiations at kilocycle fie-

quencies which are genemated in. the outer

atmosphere of the earth, and there have bjec
110o reports of ainy extemided seiries of ohserva-
tiona which wouild iompare xvitli thosc ni-dc

of solar radio emissioiis.

Nevertheless, observationis of iadio noise

froi the outer atmosphecc provide a useful

newx teel nique for studying the piocesses

responisible for auororas, It has beeii shiowtii
for exanimple thiat charged, particles travecs-
iiig the pfasnia of bhe outer atrrosphece will
genierate Cecenkov like rdiationi at fre-

que icieis betweeni about 1ke anid Inc, As

a iesui, i is 1ikely that thI is a steady
'backgrounld of madio noise in. this fcequenmy
range becaruse of the V Allci pacticles,
super imposedl oni which are iiirch nore in1

tenise 'bursts of iioie caused by thi passage

of amiroral 'aitcl -3lhrouigh th" atriios'phere
Recenit ohservationi of bhe geographi-al pat-

ter i for illumninatitoim of am -miall region rof thei

eactib of iacliatiomi in th kilo1cycle band

have iuggested strongly that it i boith
patchy rnd sporadmic2 It, i owv s5rm lircel
that the studiv If the woi-fdwidle pattleri
'Wi pinvide,o eone first tmive timap om the
distumbedt regmoins of' -the ouat' atiimosphere
whichI ace thr SoLrmes of as.roral oartmlcles
I tis therefoceo conisidlerablc iiipoctamic
that ohs rvatiotmm be rnadir it ii myi )laces
and co stmimuiter mtiterest such ofbseirva-
tiot-ii s i-table rccivec is escrimbedi mn tbis
paperc.

Onc of the primicipa reasomis fom hei ab-

seinceof orevious obsecvatmintis If 0is
horsts at kilocyce frequicieis ha becii ttIe
diffirCL1ty of rcordimig theni- i the presence
of the celativcly mucl stroingem 'mnterierence
from elcmtric niais aid Ironm atiissios berics

Received hy thec IRE, Marcli 4, i)60~

G R. A. 1Elbi, 'L)w freqoency radio em~i,,3ion
trom auoroae'" Atinns Terr. Phys., vol, 10, ipp 302-
306, i957,

2 V. la. EidInan, 'rhe radiadion from an electroi
moving in a magnetoactive plasma," J. Exptl,
i'heoret. Phiys, (U.S.S.R.), voi 34, pp.1 131-38;
Jaroiary, .958,

V, Ia Eidmati,'Sovaet physics,"AJ, xptl,
heoret. Phys's (U.S.S.R.), vol, 7, pp. 91-95, Onily,

1958
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low-frequency signals can be generated by
the shift of bias levels. Adjusting the bias of
the final stages will normally correct this
condition.

G. R. A. ELLIS
Upper Atmosphere Section
Commonwealth Sci. and

Industrial Res. Organization
Camden, N. S. W., Australia

in the same frequency band. Although many
attempts have been made at places remote
from electrical supply systems the interfer-
ence from atmospherics has still caused dif-
ficulties. Yet the wanted noise signal is usu-

ally bandwidth-limited white noise while the
interference is impulsive, taking the form of
intermittent short pulses, which last, for
atmospherics, a fraction of a second, and,
for mains, a few thousandths of a second re-

curring at half the mains period. Well-known
techniques are available for improving sig-
nal-to-interference ratio in situations like
this. Here a minimum reading recorder is
used and has been found satisfactory. With
this, discrimination against impulsive in-
terference of the order of 30 db can be ob-
tained without difficulty. This makes it pos-
sible to record easily noise bursts at 5 kc
at geomagnetic latitudes greater than about
40°. This frequency has been chosen be-
cause it coincides both with a trough in the
atmospherics spectrum and a peak in the
VLF noise spectrum.

In its main details, the receiver follows
practice standard for observations of whis-
tling atmospherics.3 The antenna is a four-
turn vertical loop, 100 square meters in area
and orientated in a north-south direction,
which is connected to the preamplifier
through a transformer with a turns ratio of
1:100. Because of the extremely small radi-
ation resistance of the antenna, it is not
feasible to match it to the input stage. To
reduce mains interference, the preamplifier
and antenna are 100 meters from the build-
ing housing the main amplifier and record-
ing equipment. Signals in the frequency band
from 4-6 kc are amplified in the main ampli-
fier and, after rectification, are averaged in
an RC circuit with a time constant of one
millisecond. The dc output is then amplified
further and applied to the minimum reading

3 L. R. 0. Storey, 'An Equipment for Recording
Whistlers Automatically," Defence Res. Telecom-
mun. Est., Ontario, Can., Project Rept. No. 23-4-3;
1956.

circuit (Fig. 1). When a positive-going pulse
appears at the cathode or the detector DI,
the impedance of diode D2 is very large and,
together with the capacitor C3, presents a

time constant of 30 seconds to the incoming
signal. Negative-going pulses, on the other
hand, cause the diode to conduct, lowering
its impedance and giving a time constant of
two milliseconds. The output of the mini-
mum reading circuit is proportional to the
average level of the continuous background
noise, providing there are intervals of a few
thousandths of a second in between the in-
terfering impulses.

Receivers similar to this have been oper-

ated during the past twelve months at
Camden (near Sydney), Hobart and Ade-
laide.4 Apart from operating them away

from the vicinity of electrical machinery,
no special precautions have been taken to
select noise-free sites. It has been found that
the amplitude of the VLF noise increases
with geomagnetic latitude, being about
twice as great as Hobart [510 geomagnetic
latitude as Camden (42°)]. The gain of the
Camden receiver is normally set so that
0.65-pv input to the aerial terminals from a

signal generator produces full scale deflection
of the pen recorder at 5 kc. This corresponds
to a radiation field strength of 0.36
,Av/m(c/s)- /'. The recorded level of back-
ground noise interference is usually about
0.01 pv/m-i(c/s)'1/2, arising to double this
at night when atmospherics become stronger
The field strength of VLF noise bursts varies
between 0.03 and 0.2 Mv/m at Camden. The
receiver sensitivity for signal equal to first-
stage noise is 0.003 ,uv/m-(c/s)'I/2.

One of the most important aspects of
setting up the receiver is to ensure that
strong impulsive signals from atmospherics
are not limited unsymmetrically in the final
amplifying stages. If this occurs, spurious

4 G. R. A. Ellis. 'Low-frequency eiectromagnetic
radiation associated with magnetic disturbances,"
Plande. Space Sci.. vol. 1, pp. 253-258; September,
1959.

An X-Band Parametric Amplifier
Using a Silver-Bonded Diode*

The authors had previously reported that
a silver-bonded german um diode was suit-
able for a parametric amplifier diode, and
that low-noise parametric amplifications
were obtained by the use of these diodes at
4 and 6 kmc.i,2 Recently, the authors have
succeeded in getting the low-noise para-

metric amplification tip to 11 kmc by utiliz-
ing the same type of diode as is assembled
at the Electrical Communication Labora-
tory of the Nippon Telegraph and Telephone
Public Corporation, Tokyo, Japan. This
paper presents the results of such an ampli-
fier.

The silver-bonded diode was constructed
in the manner of the so-called "wafer type,"
that is to say, an N-type germanium piece
was mounted at one broad side of a rec-
tangular waveguide of a metal wafer, which
was inserted transversely through the gap
of the waveguide holder as shown in Fig. 1.
A silver-gallium whisker of 100 microns in di-
ameter inserted from the opposite side of the
waveguide was in contact with the wafer at
its tip. An electrical forming process was
used by discharging current from a condenser
through the contact point. The typical volt-
age-current characteristic of the diode is
shown in Fig. 2. The barrier capacitance at
breakdown voltage, the series resistance and
the cut-off frequency of the diode are about
0.1 pF, 5 ohms and 300 kmc, respectively.

Fig. I-Photograph of the amplifier.

* Received by the IRE, February 9, 1960.
' B. Oguchi, S. Kita, N. Inage and T. Okajima.

'Microwave parametric amplifier by means of ger-
manium diode,' PROC. IRE, vol. 47, pp. 77-78; Janu-
ary, 1959.

2 S. Kita, K. Sugiyama and T. Okajima, 'Prop-
erties of silver bonded diode for parametric amplifier,"
ELECTRON DEVICES Meeting, Washington, D. C.;
October 29-31, 1959.
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Fig. 2Voltage-current characteristic of the
silver-booded diode.
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As the amplifier, a cross-type waveguide,
a three-stub tuner of the K band and a slide-
screw tuner of the X band were used. Two
waveguides of the X and K bands were con-

nected crosswise at both H planes.
The height of the X-band waveguide

was tapered to the same height of the K
band waveguide. The diode was located
near the cross point.

The pump power at a frequency of 23
kme was supplied from a 2K33 klystron
through a K-band isolator. An oscillation at
one-half the pump frequency was prodticed
bv adjusting the three-stub tuner, the wave
guide piston and the slide-screw tuner. The
measured oscillating power vs pump power
curve is shown in Fig. 3. The best efficienicy
was about 1.2 per cent at 10 mw pump
power. The minimum requLired pump power
for oscillation was about 1 mw.

As the slide-screw tuner was adjusted a

little from the poinit of the oscillation, the
oscillation stopped and the signal of almost
one-half the pump frequency could be am-

plified at this condition for the nondegen-
erate-type amplificationi.

A typical amplification, bandwidth and
noise figure vs bias voltage characteristics of
the amplifier are shown in Fig. 4. In this
case, the center frequency of the amplified
sigrnal is 11,440 mc, the purmp frequency is

23,000 nm, and its power about 4 mw.

The noise figure was measured by using
ar X-band signal generator and a receiver.
As the result, the minimum value of about
6.5 db was obtained for the single sideband
operation. By increasing the pump power,
the gain-band product of the amplifier in-
creased, as shown in Fig. 5, and a gain of
15 db with a 50-mc bandwidth war piroduced
at about 10 mw pump power.

~aO 402
0~~~~~~~~~-

210 2.2 24 26 2.8 3.0
Negative bias Voltage(V)

Fig. 5-The relation gain and bandwidth
vs bias voltage

The authors wish to express their grati
tude to Dr. T. Fukami, T Masuda and
Dr. B. Oguchi for their interest anod en
couragement in the work.

S. KITA
F. OBATA

Electrical Communication Lab.
Nippon Telegraph and
Telephone Public Corp.

Tokyo, Japan

Fourier Series Derivation4
Because the Fourier series is never de-

rived (it is merely stated and sometimes
proved), the following development by La-
place transform should be of interest. The
transform of a periodic function p(t) is well
knowni to be

p(S) =-(1 E-Ts)1 p(t -,di, (I)

where TIthe period Since P(s) has the set
of simple poles s5n=27sr/T, n=O0, ±1-
+2, ^ @ , it hasi the partial fraction ex
pansion

* Received by the IRE, December 17, 1959; re
vised manuscript received, Febru1ary 5, 1960.

' A theorem justifying this type of expansion us
proved in E. T. Copson, "Theory of Functions of a
Complex Variable," Oxiford University Press, pp.
144 145; 1935.

I(t) = L /(s 1,,

where

Snm (s
r--

e)
= T-.it | ,(O)c-2rn t fldt

Hence we obtaiun tI-e standard exponerntial
form of the series

(3)

by inverting the expansioni.

CHRISTOPHER P GADSDEN
Dept. of Elec Eng
Tulane University
New Oi leans La.

Characteristic Impedance of a Slab
Line*

A slab line in the form of a central cylin-
drical conductor between parallel planes is
widely uised as the slotted sectionn in mnicro-
wave measurement Other applications of

such a line are found in fields like the dee-
stem transmission line inside the dee-chan-
bei of a, cyclotron. In these cases, the di
ameter of the central colnductor nay be a

considerable fraction of the spacing be-
tween parallel planes. As such, a compara
tively more general expression. for the char
acteristic impedance of such a liine is nieeded.
Wholey and Eldredi using the transforma-
tion w-tan z derived anc expressiol- for the
same However, the expression turns out to
be a complex oue. A simpler yet reasoniably
accurate fornmula is, therefore, desirable.
This isobtained in the followinig maniiier,

In the case of a central cotniiictor of ra

dius r and the spacinig bethween parallel
planies 2s we use the transformation zl

tadn Tzl/4s. This transformus the parallel

planes in the z plane to a circle of tumit ra-
dius in the zi planie and the circle of radiuis
r in the z plane to an elliptical shape of
semnimajor axis tan irn/4s anid semirniinor axis
tanh /rl4s in the zi plane. Both these axes
are increasing ftun-iction-is of r, and cofise-

queiitly the eccecitricity of the transforined
ellipse increases comparatively much inore
slowly wi-th r. This goves the clue that the
results obtainied for a coaxial tranismnission
line with an elliptical inner conductor2 ma,

be used without rmiuch error up to a value (of

the dianmetei-to-spacinig ratio as high as 0.75
Using the transformiation

lReceived by the IRE, January 19, 1960
'W. B. Wholey and W, N. Eldred, "A new type ot

slotted line section,' PROC. IRE, vol, 38, pp. 244--248;
March, 1950.

2 S. Mahapaira, "Coaxial transmissioni lines-c--ef
fect of elliptical inner conductor on high frequency
characteristics,' Elec. and Radio bEgr., vol. 35, pp.
63 -67; Februiary, 1951.
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the characteristic impedance of a coaxial
transmission line with an elliptical inner
conductor of semimajor axis a and semi-
minor axis b and an outer conductor of ra-
dius r is found2 to be giveni by

Zo = 138 log,n _+ /r -_(a_b ohmsb
Hence in the case of a slab line with central
cylindrical conductor of radius r between
parallel planes of spacing 2s, we get the
characteristic impedance as

ZO 138 logio

1 + /I - (tan2 e- tanha)oh-ohms,
tan a + tanh a

where
1rr

4s

A plot of characteristic impedance Zo vs
diameter-to-spacing ratio (i.e., rls) is shown
in Fig. 1. It may be noted that this concise
formula gives reasonably better approxima-
tion up to a value of diameter-to-spacing
ratio as high as 0.75. Thus for the values of
rls equal to 0.75, 0.7 and 0.6, the error is
found to be about 5, 2.5 and 1 per cent, re-
spectively, and for rls less than 0.6, the error
is negligible. However, the error will sharply
increase for values of rls greater than 0.75.

Fig. 1-Characteristic impedance vs
diameter-to-spacing ratio.

We note that for values of r/s less than
0.35, we may use, without any appreciable
error, the reduced formula,

4s
Zo = 138 logio

irr

obtained by Frankel.' Knowing the charac-
teristic impedance, we may calculate other
parameters of the line.2

S. MAHAPATRA
Elec. Engrg. Dept.

Indian Inst. of Tech.
Powai, Bombay, India

3 S. Frankel, "Characteristic impedance of parallel
wires in rectangular troughs," PROC. IRE, vol. 30,
pp. 182-190; April, 1942.

Generating Functions and the Sum-
mation of Infinite Series*

A problem often encountered in solving
eigenvalue problems is to sum an infinite
series of the form

00

Ea. b. gn n =0,1,2. (1)
n=o

An expedient method for manipulating or

summing such series is provided by generat-
ing functions. Given the generating function

G(y) = g5yn, (2)
n=o

then G(1) is the sum of the g. series, when-
ever the g. series converges.

Given the known generating function
(2), one can obtain the generating function

00

F(y) = Ef5g5y4 (3)
n=o

if fn is a rational polynomial in n. The poles
of fn must be rational or zero. The composi-
tion (3) is initiated through the partial frac-
tion expansion of fn; hence

X an' + a,nr-' + * + a,
F(y) =.E- gcnyso bonq + bing- + * * + b-

F(y) = Am E n"'g,5yn + * + Ao E gyny
n=o e-=

oonk-i
+ . ** + BlE(n+B g y

1O1
+ * + Bo --gyn (4)

,n= (n + P)

where p designates the poles; a, b, A and B
have positive or negative values and are ra-

tional or zero; and k, m, q, and r are integers.
The composition is completed by modifica-
tion of the exponent of the yn term in (2) so
that differentiation or integration with re-

spect to y will yield the desired partial frac-
tion terms of (4).

Let

D[G(y)] =-G(y),
dy

D-1 [G(y) ] = G(y)dy;

then, for example,
oo

E ng5yn = yD[G(y)]

=00

E n,2g0yn = yDyD[G(y)] -C(y),
n=O

E (n-12g = y1/2D[y-312G(y)] -C(y-)
O= (n - 1/2)

gny
n

=yD-1y1D-1y2D[G(y)] C(y-r).

The C(y-8) terms, where s>0 and an in-
teger, must be provided in some instances
to correct for terms introduced by the opera-
tions on G(y) that are not contained in the
series expansion of the desired generating
function. The number of correction terms
cannot exceed the number of operations on

G(y). The expression F(y) can then be ac-

* Received by the IRE, February 12, 1960.

quired by summation of the generating func-
tions derived for the expanded terms of (4).

Given (3), a generating function
co

H(y) = Efgl,hnyn
n=O

(5)

can be obtained (f. need not be present) if
h, is of the form (u)n, where u is any general
function but not a function of n. It is evident
that

00

H(y) = G(uy) =-L gn(uy)'.n no (6)

A good example of (6) is provided by
00

E ()" cos [-n]gnYn= 2 [F(-y) + F(y)].
n=o 2

The two procedures just outlined appear
rather limited in scope, but can be used to
great utility if one expands the factors of (1)
into their respective Taylor series. This tech-
nique can be demonstrated in the summation
of a series of spherical Bessel functions jn(x)
which have the following expansion:

00 00

Ei(x) = En=o n=o
2nk !X(2k* n 1

ko (2k + 1)!(k-n! 7

For large values of the argument x the series
(7) is very slowly convergent.' The Taylor
series expansion of the jn(x) terms now has
made it possible to sum (7) over n to obtain

40

Ej(X)
n=o

= k--- .sin k+cos-k)
k-5 (2k + 1)kk 2 2

which is a form from which the generating
function can be found using the procedures
of this correspondence. Since

y'112D' [1y-12(eiy)] k _2 k

(7) has the generating function

y-/2D-1[y-"/2(sin xy - cos xy)]

which upon integration yields for y= 1

X0 sin x -cos x
Ej (x) = -n=o 2x

[1 + 2 E (2m - 1)!
m S1 (2m -2)

(sin2m+cos2m)] (8)

When (7) is slowly convergent thezright side
of (8) is rapidly convergent and vice versa.

The procedures described in this corre-
spondetnce are certainly not new, but when
employed in a systematic manner they can
be used to reduce complex series of which
the following is an example:

ix(sin 0)ei- o's 0

E (i)n [--+-X P.'(CosO)j5(X) (9)
n= n(n + 1)-

H. Feshbach and P. Morse, "Methods of Theo-
retical Physics," McGraw-Hill Book Co., Inc., New
York, N. Y., pp. 1465-1468; 1953.
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involving the spherical Bessel funlction and
the associated Legendre polynomial Pn1t (cos
0) Relationships such as (9) are often en-
countered when one seeks solutioins to the
wave equation in spherical coordinates.

T. H. VEA
Advanced Applications Sectioni

Western Developmenrt Laboratories
Philco Corporation

Palo Alto, Calif

Depth of Penetration as a Measure
of Reflectivity of Thin Conductive
Films*

The depth of penetrationi is a measure of
the rate at which a wave is attenuated as it
progresses in a conductinig medium. Itn the
case of very thinimetallic filmis (surrounded
on both sides by free space), where the
thickness is mnuch less than the depth of
penietration, it is conceivable that more of
the incident eiiergy is transmitted through
the film as it is made thinner. Thus it is de-
sirable to determine the actual decrease in
reflectivity as the film thickness is decreased.
The investigation yields a multiplicative
factor which, when applied to the depth of
penetration, is a measure of the required
thickness of the filmn for reflection of a nor

nsallv incident wave.

A wave itornially iticident on a thin
homnogeneous conductive film suspended in

fiee space is considered (Fig. 1), The voltage
reflection coefficienit is

Zin Zi
p =

Z7i,+ Z (1)

where

Z, =input impedance at the point of
incidence,

ZO=intrinsic impedance of free space.

Zin 377
p =r i> + 377

ZR, + Z, t:a-nhyl4:11 (3)

+ tanh yj1

where

ZR =Zo37/ ohms,
Zi=intriiisic impedance of the filtm,
yt propagation constant of the ftlm

=-magnetic permittivity of the film

(permeability),
e=electric permittivity of the filln
ff -condluctivity of the film

For

I < 0.05(
ZR + Ziyll

1 + Zti
zt

Since Z1 is always much less than ZR for good
conductors,

}
W£1

however,

Zit| (4)
ZR Y

1Z1
Therefore, Zin and p are always real.

A reflection coefficient of p = 0.90 is

arbitrarily chosen as the lim ting value for
reflection; i.e., to satisfy the condition for
reflection it is required that the reflectivity
be greater than 90 per cent. Hence, the
thickness corresponding to a reflectivity of

90 per cen-t is referred to as the minimum
requiied thickness for reflection, From (2),

0,90=
-3

Zi, + 377

Therefore,
ZiS 19v85 Q.

Substitulting the above valule inlto (4),

19.85 =

(2)

377

Eq. (7) gives tle reqMlirect thickness of'
the fil7m as a fractioni of the depthi of pei-te-u
tration for a reflectivity ot 0 90. Ttitis,
any thicknless greater than P y delds a re-
flectivity of greater thani 90 per ceit. With
an it trin-isic i upedance of uiiity, the tiuitu
muim required thickniess for 90 per cenit re
flection is outly 3.38 per cent of the depth if'
penetirationi. Iherefore, very thin conaductive
filnis with thicktiesses in the oirdei of a frac-
tioni- of the depthl of penetration itiaS/ possess
excellenIt reflecti e qualities.

Uig. 2 illustratet s the nianiner in which thne
mnininumn required thnickness 1' (in term-ls of
percentage of 6) varies linearly vwith the in
tri isic impedance /Z of the flIl.

3.2

. i

IiJ~ ~ ~~|Zi 11C1M

.0

w

U_

.2

zFig- --E l
2 0 w -

U. +

4 1 3W 1

w TT a s R
li2Vaiaiiofnnmmrnrethikeso

mpdacef-or

The actual required thickness for a re

flectivity of 90 per ccnt is

The input impedance is determinled by
reflecting the termiiiation impedance ZR a
distance equal to the film thickness 1. Thus,

,. FILM

INCIDENT I

WAVE |

ZIN ZR

Fig. 1.

Received by the IRE, February 23, 1960.

'Yi I1I' = 0.0478 -j

Note that, since I'Yi II must be less thait, or

equal to, 0.05 for taith 'tyl -Y1, ZI must
be less than, or approximately equal to,
unity

0.0478 Z,g ,_ b ~~~~~~(5 3
Also,

a,I+ijll 2 a, (6)
where

depth of penetration of the film,

Substituting (6) itito (5),

1 = 0.0338 Zi b. (7)

0.0478
(8)

,Note that (8) is independent of frequency.
Tlhus, the actual minimumi required thick
ness is independent of the depth of penetrat
tioti to the extetnt that the depth of penetra-
tion is a function of frequency; i.e., for a

specific material, the depth of penetratioti
varies with the freqcemncy, whereas the
actual minimuni requit ed thickness rernains
constant. For, this reason the depth of pene-
trat ion alod-e cannot be used as a measure of
the reflective properties of a thIni contductive
film

It is inportanit to rememiber that the
entire anialysis is valid only for good cotn-
ductors with intrtisic impedances of uiniity
or less.
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-->> 1 . (9)

ZI < 1. (10)

The variation of reflection coefficient
with film thickness for aluminum at 900
Mc is illustrated in Fig. 3. Note that even
with a thickness of only 20 A, the reflectivity
is greater than 80 per cent. The conductiv-
ity is assumed to be constant at 1.1 X107
mhos/m. Similar curves may be drawn for
frequencies other than 900 mc. For fre-
quencies greater or less than 900 mc, the
curves should lie below and above the 900-
mc curve, respectively. The lower abscissa,
however, is valid only for 900 mc.

0.8

0.2

0.1

{.o . i i i i Xf M1
O.ro~~~~~~~

o 0.007912 0.01978 0.02769 0.03956
A IN PERCENTAGE OF DEPTH OF PENETRATION

Fig. 3-EReflectivity vs film thickness
for aluminum.

Extensionl of the curve in Fig. 3 to a
thickness of 350 A yields a reflectivity of
98.8 per cent. With this thickness and a fre-
quency of 2000 mc instead of 900 mc, the
film still exhibits excellent conductive prop-
erties with an intrinsic impedance of less
than 0.04 Q2. Thus, according to (8), the co-
efficient of reflection is still equal to that ob-
tained at 900 mc. For a reflectivrity of 98.8
per cent, however, the constant coefficienlt in
(8) and the condition of (10) are different.
At all frequencies below 900 mc, the film ap-
pears to be, to a greater extent, an excellent
conductor, whose intrinsic impedance de-
creases with decreasing frequency. Thus, the
film has a reflectivity of 98.8 per cent for all
frequencies belowr 900 mnc. In the case of a
sphere with such an aluminum film, then,
the lower frequency limit is dependent on
the diameter of the sphere.

In all cases satisfyinlg (9) and (10) it is
concluded that the minimum required thick-
ness for reflection is a maximum of only 3.38
per cent of the depth of penetration, the
percentage decreasing linearly as the in-
trinsic impedance of the film decreases. The
multiplicativre factor to be applied to the
depth of penetration to obtain the minimum
required thickness for a reflectivity of 90
per cent is 0.0338 0Z |.

F. T KOIDE
Collins Radio Co.

Cedar Rapids, Iowa

The Optimum Detection of Analog-
Type Digital Data*

An ever-increasing number of communi-
cation systems are concerned with the trans-
mission of data. Conventionally, the cri-
terion of good transmission is taken as the
ability of the receiver to reproduce the trans-
mitted data as faithfully as possible i.e., that
errors be held to a minimum. However, the
data transmitted over the communication
channel are seldom in their original form.
The data may, for example, be the binary
representations of an alphabet of numbers
which are a code for the English alphabet, as
in teletype. On the other hand, the data may
be the binary representations of an alphabet
of numbers which are a code for the quan-
tized amplitudes of an analog quantity, as
in PCM or telemetry.

It is apparent that the effects of errors
are different in the two cases cited. The data
stream for teletype can be termed "discrete-
type" digital data to emphasize that the
ultimate output must be discrete; specifi-
cally, a letter of the English alphabet must
be selected. If the selection is made incor-
rectly, it is significant only that an error is
committed-not what the erroneous selec-
tion is. In such a case, minimizing the prob-
ability of error is obviously the desirable cri-
terion.

If the receiver output is to be a repro-
duction of an analog quantity, however, the
fidelity with which it can be reconstructed
from the imperfectly received stream of
"analog-type" digital data becomes the im-
portant consideration. Errors committed at
the detector are not of interest in them-
selves, but by virtue of the error magnittudes
they reflect into the output.

Minimization of the mean-square error
between the original and reconstructed sig-
nals is a reasonable criterion to apply to the
reception of analog signals. It has the desir-
able property of penalizing large errors and
also has the undeniable advantage of being
mathematically tractable in many cases. Ap-
plied to speech, it seems a natural criterion
since the net effect of reconstruction errors
closely resembles that of noise which is usu-
ally measured by its mean-square value.

Previous work by the author' led to an
energy redistribution for the pulses within
a PCM code group (to be applied at the
transmitter) which minimizes the mean-
square error in the receiver output. This re-
duces the error probabilities for those pulses
which contribute heavily to the output at
the expense of the less important pulses
which add fine detail. Though the error rate
at the detector is thereby increased, the out-
put is nevertheless a more faithful repro-
duction of the original signal.

The mean-square-error criterion can also
be used to optimize receiver design by yield-
ing new detector characteristics. The con-
ventional detector for data reception is a
decision device yielding one of two distinct
outputs at specified intervals. If the final

* Received by the IRE, February 15, 1960.
l E. Bedrosian, "Weighted PCM," IRE TRANS.

ON INFORMATION THEORY, vol. IT-4, pp. 45-49;
March, 1958.

output is to be a sample of an analog signal,
then each group of several pulses at the de-
tector will denote (by their polarity, pres-
ence-or-absence, etc.) the appropriate co-
efficients to apply to the binary representa-
tion of a particular sample value. Thus, a
group of k pulses yields coefficients a,, to
permit evaluating the series

A = E .2-1, an= {to, 11
n 5

(1)

where A is the desired sample value.
Consider a binary symmetric channel in

which pulses of amplitude ±a occur peri-
odically in the presence of additive Gaussian
noise having unity variance. The conven-
tional detector samples the pulse stream at
the appropriate times and makes its decision
as to whether the a. in (1) is a 0 or a 1 ac-
cording to whether the sample value is nega-
tive or positive, respectively. However, the
sample value is not intrinsically a discrete
quantity. After reconstruction, it will be
filtered together with the adjacent sample
values to yield a smooth, continuous func-
tion of time. Therefore, it is not necessary
that a,, be an integer. It is shown in the fol-
lowing that there is a detector characteristic
which will yield values for a, selected from
the continuum such that the mean-square
error is minimized (though the resulting im-
provement is rather modest).

The probability densities for the binary
symmetric channel are illustrated in Fig. 1.

f (x)

J

Fig. 1-Probability densities and detector character-
istic for the binary symmetric channel, (a -4).

Let

p(x) = e'e1V\/2w- (2)

denote the density function for the noise. If
the transmitted pulse is "positive," its den-
sity function is p(x-a) when received in
the presence of additive Gaussian noise at
a signal-to-noise ratio a. Similarly, a "nega-
tive" pulse yields a density function
p(x +a).

Letf(x) denote the desired detector char-
acteristic. If a positive pulse is to signify the
coefficient 1, then receiving it at an ampli-
tude in the interval (x, x+dx) causes an
error 1 -f(x) with probability p(x -a)dx. A
negative pulse, signifying the coefficient 0,

----I
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causes an error f(x) with probability p(x
+a)dx. For the symmetric chainnel these
events occur with equal probability so the
nean-square error can be writteii

2 1

+ 2 fi(xp(x +a)dx (3)

Minimizing with respect to (x) is accom
plished hy settinig

conventional detector ' a chieve the same
improvemenolty increasinig the ptflse asipli
tude hy a factor of 1025 (fori 3) which
requires an inciease of only 0 2 (lb in trans-
rnitted power. Nevertheless, 'ii.1siiiteiesti g
to observe that an imp?roveientis poss iblec
and that the optotnim detctor haracteri
istic releccs thesorhtofI inideal"1cie
te( tor characteristic in-variably obtained
when practical diodes are used.

EDWARi) BEDRtOSIAN
' he RAND Corporation

Sainta Moniia, CalGfl

no}-nals' of degree-t

we can cid itf)

9-,,,N?
and

X2 DN
i5)

=

'?

fr2 (jpx g)

+ t(x)p(x + a) 0,

so that

f(x) -p(xa)_

p(x a) + p(x+xa) e 2ax

1 1

+2+ tanh ax (4)
2

2

which is plotted in Fig. 1 for a "4 It is seen

to be symmetrical aboutf(O) = and to tend
monotonically to the exact coefficients, 0

and 1, as asymptoles. For large values of a,

i.e., high signal-to-noise ratios, it approaches
the characteristic of the conventionLal de'
tector.

The meaii-square error can be evaluated
hy substituiting (4) in (3), gixving

._1
_Y I m- P( a)(x-a

-dx

2 p(x+4- a)+ P(x a)

e_4/2 2
- efex2 sech axdx. (3)
4 V2xr 6

Expaniding the exponential in a Maclaurin's
series and rnoting that2

J dx =IE.
scosh ax \2a/

a > 0 , 6, 1, 2 - - (6)
wvhere E, is the ELuler niumber Eo0 =1
E2=5, E3-61, t- eyields

e2 e'+[ (7)

4 \era L8a2

For the couxventional detector,

f(x)
x' < 0O

(8),
- 4 ~1J X D> 0,

so the meani-sqtiare error of (3) hbecoies
I ° 1 Ix

e2 p(x- a)dx + fp( + )d

2
x3Jp(x)dx

ea !. r 1
t _ I -- +

x/27raL a2

Comparing (7) and (9) indicates that the
optimum detector decreases the mean-square
error in the reconstructed output by a factor
of almost exactly wr/4 (about 1 db) for all

practical values of a. Of course, an improve-
ment of this magnitude is not of much prac-
tical significance since the system with a

2 W Grobner and N. Hofreiter, 'Integral Tafel,
Zweiter Teil, Bestimmte Integrate," Springer-Verlag,
Vienna, AtIstria No. 352.1a, . 1163, 1950.

On Network Synthesis with
Negative Resistance*

Since the advent of the Esaki diode,
there has been an increasing interest in the
inclusion of the negative resistaniceas a basie
building block in network theory. The ifi
clusion of this element gives rise to a niore
general class of function that nay be real
ized as driving point and I-.ransferinmped-
ances. A synthesis procedure will be outlined
that enables the sytiithesis of ar'bitrary real
coefficient, rational functions as drving poinlt
or transfer imrpedaan'ces utilizing the follow-
ing elermients positive resistors, inductors,
capacitors, anid two-negative resistors. The
procedure, in each case, results in iietworks
that are realizable with lossy elemenits ar-
ranged in Foster forms.

DInvING IOINT IMPEDANCE S 'TrHESIS

Aiiy Z(s) of the form,it

) (s)

)(s)

where N and D are polynomials of arbitrary
degree with real coefficients, may be written
as

N(s)
z(s) Q S)Q(s ) (2)

D(s)
where

Q(s) (s + aI);a, areal

0 < at < a2 < a @

and n is oiie greater than the dcegree of N
or D, whichever is largei.

Utilizing the technique demotistrated by
Kinariwala,i (2) mnay be expanided as

QD [DI D2] D

i12

where

Ns N
mid

are both RC r.p. fIunctionis. Since Q=D-D2
D2N, and D1N, are strict RC Hurwitz Poly

$ Received by the IRE, March 24, 1960.
1 B. K. Kinariwala, "Synthesis of active RC net-

works," Bell Sys. Tech. J., vol. 38, p 1302, September,
1959.

T1lie degrees of the denominators of YV aoid
Y2 (which are strict RC Hurwitz polynonmi
als) are equal to or greater thani D. A sirnple
exteinsiorn of the above techiique will en-

able the final synthesis,
Theorerin n\y ration-al funictiort Y(s),

whose denorninator is a strint RC Htirwitz
polynomial anid of degree greater than or
equa l to the numerator imay be expanded
into the sum of an RL Foster formr, an RC
Fosoter foi-in amcd one negative constant.

ProF

(s)=
NOf ne 'yl 1 7

H (s + b,) k l S b2 7i s' + bi

?n. Idi 'HI22
L~ a,i

77-1 s + bk, i _7wher

6

s i,, b

Mt +aM2 *

'I'h us,

V(s) F'(s) + V?(s) R

wher

+ bk
(an RL foster for-m),

an

K2(s) =E.-
77 vs + b?,

-R =
ti

f,-
j---: boi

(an kRC Foster form),

(o ie negative resistor)-

Therefore,(,) and '6) miav be expanded aE

VY+ Y4 (7)

V2 + Y -R, (8)
where V3 and VY are RL Foster forms, and

4 ai1d Y are RC Fos-ter forms. The net
work corresponduiig to (4), (7) and (8) s
stown in Fig 1e

Ntote that sitice the nuiiber of reactive
elements or positive resistoirs in both the
YV andr Y realizations is equal to the degree
of N or D (whchever is greater), the total
quaritty of each S t most twice this mnurc"
bert

1 RANSFER lImeP rDnAN:er SYNT'itESIS
The network shown in Fig. 2 yields an,

open-circuit voltage ratio which m-ay be ex

2 Polynomials with simple negative real roots nore
of vwhich are zero

\tow dtefiIi112

(65)
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I

Fig. 1.

Fig. 3.

Fig. 2.

pressed as
V2(S) Zh - Rb

Vi(S) i2_0 Zb - Rb + Z. - R.

1

I+Za- Ra1+-
Zb -Rb

(9)

The prescribed transfer impedance, how-
ever, may be written as

V2(5) __ N(s) F 1 1
___-- . ~~~~~~(10)Vi1(s) i,=o D(s) 1 +__N

N

where N and D are polynomials of any de-
gree with real coefficients. From (9) and
(10) the following identification is made

Za-Ra D-N
Zb-Rb N

which may also be expressed as
D-N

Za-Ra Q__
Zb-Rb N

Q
with

Q(s) = [ (s + ai)3

where m is equal to the degree of D or N,
whichever is larger. Utilizing the previous
theorem the right side of (12) can be ex-
panded as

D-N
Q ZI + Z2-R, (13)
N Z3+ Z4,-R2
Q

where Z1 anid Z3 are RL Foster forms, Z2
and Z4 RC Foster forms. Thus according to
(12), we may make the identification

Za = ZI + Z2
Zb= Z3 + Z4

-Ra = -R
-Rb =-R2,

and the network of Fig. 2 becomes that
shown in Fig. 3.

Note that the total number of reactive
elements or positive resistors is equal to or
less than twice the degree of N or D, which-
ever is larger.

It is anticipated that a more complete
paper will be sLubmitted at a later date.

F. T. BOESCH
M. R. WOHLERS

Dept. of Elec. Engrg.
Polytechnic Inst. of Brooklyn

Brooklyn 1, N. Y.

Electromagnetic Energy in a
Dispersive Medium*

The energy density of the electromag-
netic field in a dispersive medium was re-
cently discussed by Hosono and Ohira.' It
should be noted that their results had al-
ready been given by Levin' and derived still
earlier by Rytov in references quoted by
Levin.

It is of interest that the dispersive forms
of the energy are also those required for the
mean thermal fluctuation energy of the elec-
tric (or magnetic) fields in a CR (or LR)
circuit to comply with the equipartition
principle. Consider such a circuit, in which
R is made very large compared with loss re-
sistance of the capacitor (or inductor), which
inevitably occurs when the permittivity (or
permeability) is dispersive by virtue of the
Kramers-Kronig relations. Then the mean
energy of the electric field in the capacitor is
given by

r X 4kTR I d 1I -~~~~(oC f
Jo 1 + (aCR)2 2 dw 2

and similarly the mean energy of the mag-

* Received by the IRE, March 10, 1960.
lT. Hosono and T. Ohira, "The electromagnetic

energy stored in a dispersive medium," PROC. IRE,
vol. 48, pp. 247-248; February, 1960.

2 M. L. Levin, 'An elementary derivation of the
formula for the electromagnetic energy in a dis-
persive medium," J. Exper. and Theoret. Phys.,
vol. 29, p. 252; August, 1955. Also in Soviet Phys.
JETP, vol. 2, pp. 168-169; February, 1956.

netic field in the inductor is

r 4kTR 1 d 1
JoI- .2t2+R2 2 d(w<L)-df=- kT.
Js,L2±+R2 2 dw 2

It may readily be shown that these results
are independent of the geometry of the ca-
pacitor or inductor.

R. E. BURGESS
Dept. of Physics

University of British Columbia
Vancouiver, Canada

Determination of Satellite Orbits
from Radar Data*

The present paper is a report on an in-
vestigation of methods for the determina-
tion of satellite orbits from radar data. Of
particular interest are problems which re-
quire the rapid calculation of the orbit ele-
ments from a limited amount of data. In
some cases the available information may be
restricted to the data obtained from a single
pass, over a period of 2 to 4 minutes, as the
satellite goes by the observing station. The
solution to this computing problem requires
methods which are rather differenit from
those developed previously for the calcula-
tion of satellite orbits from observations ex-
tending over several revolutions of the
satellite.

The following section describes in some
detail a method which has been found to
offer a good combination of speed and ac-
curacy. It requires between 10 and 20 sec-
onds for a rough determination, yielding or-
bit elements in this time with a precision of
0.001 in eccentricity and 0.05 minutes in
period. This degree of accuracy is sufficient
to determine whether the satellite is in orbit.
The program then proceeds automatically
with a correction routine which operates on
the preliminary orbit elements to yield a
more accurate prediction of the position of
the satellite at later points along the orbit.
The precision of the corrected predictions is
500 yards or better, which is sufficient for
the purpose of acquisition by other radars
at later points along the orbit. This correc-
tion routine requires an additional 40 sec-
onds of computer time.

PROCEDURE
The procedure chosen as optimtum in-

volves the following steps:

Orbit Inclination
A plane is passed through the center of

the earth and through all the points along
the radar track. The inclination of the plane
and the position of the line of nodes are ad-
justed to the full set of data by a least-
squares calculation. The plane of the orbit is
now determined.

Orbit Elements in the Plane
The three orbit elements in the plane

must still be determined after the plane of
the orbit has been fixed. These may be takeni

3 Where Q(s) is subject to the same restrictions as
in the previous case.
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as thc period, perigee altitude, and argu-

ment of perigee. They can be computed

from an-y three items of informnation along

the track. We have found it most accurate

to choose 2 points on thc track and the time

hetween them as our three fundamental

itcms. TIhe procedure foi the calculationi of

the oihit elements depends in an- essential

way on the dynamics of the satellite motion,
and may he called the dynamical method.

It is also known as the method of Gauss and

Olbers,

lull use is made of the data by dividing
the track into halves, and pairinig the points

in the first half with those in the second half

through 3 data points aiong the track, again

withi the center of the earth as foens; ths
miethod does iiot make use of the dyinamical
equations of the satellite motion, and was

investigated, becaus c-the basic equations are

exceedirigly simple, however, it vwas foi od

to he coinsiderahly less atcurate thani the

dynainmeal or Gauss-Olbers procedure; 2)

a least-squares adjustniient of the orhit ele-

ments in place of the average; the resuilts

obtained by the leatst-squ ares method are iIi

ferior to the direct average in accuracy for

short arcs (less thani 4 minutes).

TIahle I presen-ts a comnparison of the ren

stilts ohtained from- these iiiethods.

TABLE I

ERRORS IN OR-BIT Ecer,mEsisT FOR EQUALLY SPACmD POINTs AiLONG AN Az

Period (minutes)

Argument Perigee (degrees)

Perigree Altitude (riles)

Gaiuss Olbers
(4-monute arc)

o0.004

02

0.3

in chronological order. The final orbit elem

iments are obtained by taking an average of

the individual results. A least-squares

miethod is usually used instead, hut we have

found that the least-squares procedure does

niot, in fact, offer an-y advantage oxver the

method of simple averages. The orbit ele-

m-eiits obtained in this way are printed out

as iissimediate results.

Differential Correction of thre Orbit Elements

In the third step of the computation the

slant ranges are used -for a further improve-
men-t. The slant ranges are the most acce-

rate elements of the radar data, and it is net-

essary, to devote special attention to thei-ri

at the end of the computinig procedure ini

order to extract the greatest orbital precision
from the tracking data. IThe adjustment of

the orbit elements to the slant ranges i
carried out by conventional differen-tial cor-

rectioi-i routines.

A special procedure is used for orbits of

an eccentricity less than 0.01. In this pro-

cedure a circular orbit is assum-ed. as the
first approximation to the results. The ef-

lects of the ellipticity are acdded as a smaill
correction to the circular orbit. TFhe program
toe the low-eccentricity calculation is cx-

tiemely simple and requires an additional

computiiig tiIiiie of onily 5 sec onds if the sup-

plemi-entary procedure is incorporated into

the m-ain program described above. The
scceurac'y of the supplementary n-iethod is
the same as that given in the iniain proce-

dure, In the actual coimputing operation the

resuIts of both procedures cani be priiited

out in parallel, and the appropriate set of

ansxvers chosen- by inspection of the coni-

outed eccentricit)7, or the choice can 'be
made ititernally in the program, anid a single

answser prilnted outt

OTHER POSSIBLITuIES FOR A

SHORT PROGRAM

Other methods for the rapid determina-

tion of the orbit elements haye been investi
gated, including: 1) a purely geometrical

procendure ini which an ellipse is passed

(4-minu-te arc)

0.3

0.5

ILeast-Sqnares
Geometric

(62 -minnite ace)

0.4

2 ~3

AccURACY

The errors ini the computatioi-i of the or-

bit eleniients are listed below for the typical

case of a radar pass lasting two minutes

(these iesults constitute the average over

20 data points, selected in two groups of

10 poin'ts eatch at one second interx\-als at the

beginniing aiid end of the radai- track):

004 miur tei in period.
200 miles in perigee hteighit,

0.15 dcgices in perigee arguimeut.
0.001 degier: in augle ot inclhnation,

TFhe -ahovin errors in orhi-t elemnents xvill

produce the follow iiig unutertainties ini the

position of the satellite after .of a evolum-

tionu.

300

300

yards along the track,
yards noi-mat to the track in the oihit piante
yards normal to the oribt plane.

T1he major portion of rhe uncertainty in

position perpenidicular to the track com-es

from the error in period (fiom which the

mean- radius is conmputed); the erroi in ec-

centricity contributes oiily an uincertaint
of 0.04 mile in this direction,

COMrcrTING Rten
One minuite of IBM 704 timye is requiired

for the determinationi of the orbit elementit
from one radar pass including 20 data points

By eliminatinig the dlifferential correctioii

routine, the comnputinig time caii be ireduicec
to betweeii 10 aiid 20 seconds, at the sac-i-

fice of a factor of 1.0 irii the accuracy of the
orbit determ iiation. lIn this Iattei case, the
eirois are approximnately niles ini posi-

tional unceirtainty, 0r 0.001 in etcce'ntricity
and 0 05 miiiuteS in period. These errocs are

too great for the ahbreviated detcrmina-tioii
to tbe uisefiu1 in the -acqiiisitior ofthbe orbit by
other iadars, buit they are adequjate tt pro-

vide a decisioii as to whether the satellite -s
in orbit.

HARRIS
W. F. CAHILL

TFheoretical Div.

Goddard Spac-e Flight Center

NASA

WeNashingtoii, D. C.

ATraveling Wave H1-armontic
Generator*

eIi onv~entional hairmooie generatoi as the

supply of harmonsit povwer to the load i
periodic at the fundanienstal fi-equericy. Th's
scans that, asswtll as thenwanted harmonic,

unvwansted htemyonits are also generated. If
the supply of powci to the loar could be

arranged1to be periodic at tht hasrmonit

frequency then th5is disadvaiitage ctoild be

overcoime. Fig. Ishows a devicn in whicd

this i sacieved. Poxwer at the furidamueisial
frequerncx F is fed to the insput of a peopa-

gating structtore tha-t has n diodes coiiisected

to it is showis Arrangements to suipply dce

bias to the diodes aiust be incliuded As the
fundamenstab vave travels dox'n the tent-

oure the diodes toniduct ir iurii and pas
pulses to the load RL. If the delay per set-

otio±i is chos~entob t/nfj secttnds atid the

hias adjusted so that only 0oiie diode us con-

ductiing at any timei thieii the pricitipal co0151

ponenit of the voltage across RI, wi ll be at a

frequneicy of nft
In traveling down the line the Iiinda-

mental waye will be attenuated due to dissi-

patuon ii tnc 'one anid power feInto R,., IFhis
can be compensated to a cenrtai extenit by
progrecssivcly redujcing the dci hias oc he

diodes
If the devite is mrade using distribu-ted

elements then it nay ot be co'niveiiient to

counc all the diodes -togethei to oute

poin-t In this case thin diodes niiay be cois-

riected to anecond propagating structure it

distaiiccs equal to an integral miuiinbem of
wavclengths at the harmonic fiequencyv

If a circulatore is av'ailable theii the poxx'er

that vould otheirwise be last iii RP cani be

con-served by tosisectmisig the otutput of the
line batckm

FRESSUENOYf'

into the circulatoe shown iti

tiS

PR0P05ATIN S TRUTURE, (n -j) SECTIONS
CHRACTERISTIC IMPEDARCE zAT

Fig~
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British Teleconmnunicatioi s Res., ILtd.
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Correspondence

A Realization Theorem for
Biquadratic Minimum Driving-
Point Functions*

Kim' has introduced a method of syn-
thesis for biquadratic minimum impedance
functions in the form of an unbalanced
bridge containing five elements. According
to this method the network topology is first
assumed, after which the driving-point im-
pedance function is derived in terms of the
branch elements and compared to the im-
pedance function to be realized. The method
always necessitates the augmentation of the
impedance function with surplus factors.
In a later publication, Van Valkenburg2
stated the necessary conditions on the co-

efficients of biquadratic minimum imped-
ance functions to be realizable in two special.
bridge forms with only five elements, but no

derivation or proof was given. This letter
not only presents a useful theorem for the
synthesis of biquadratic minimum driving-
point functions, but also gives a more gen-
eral method of synthesis which leads directly
to the results given by Kim and Van Valken-
burg.

We begin with the positive real biquad-
ratic impedance function

S2 + ais + aO
Z(s) = K----

s2 + b1s + bo

(3). This is done by writing the former as

s
I + SC +a)

Z(s) = K ass+ao (als + ao)C- (4)bo
I +SC

s+b,
boC

from which we make the identifications

z Kais + aO Z22s + b

ZlK-bo- e boC

(als + ao)C
Y22 = (

Eqs. (5) define a set of positive real RL driv-
ing-point functions. We have still to find a
rational function representation of Z12. Re-

. call that

Z122 = Z2O2 - -)
Y22

(6)

Hence from (5) and (6) we have

ais' + (a:bi + aO- bo)s + aob 7Z12 /a+a b52/CK
The quantity under the radical of (7) is al-
ways a perfect square, as comparison with
(2) verifies, and so the open-circuit transfer
impedance function reduces to

(1)

This function will be minimum, that is
Z(jxw1) =0±jX(cow) at one co with X(co1) 0,
only if

(V/ao- /bo) = acbj. (2)
The function (1) can be represented as the
driving-point impedance to an RL two-port
network terminated in a single capacitance.
Such a representation is shown schemati-
cally in Fig. l(a). A driving-point impedance
function Z(s) is related to the terminating
capacitance and the open-circuit impedance

2 c2

(a)

2Ke,
bo

(b)
Fig. 1.

parameters of a two-port by the relation

1 +sC-
Z(s) = __ Y223)1+ SCQZ22) (3

We now seek to express (1) in the form of

* Received by the IRE, March 7, 1960.
l W. H Kim, "A New Method of Driving-Point

Function Synthesis," Electrical Engineering Research
Lab., Rept. No. 1, Contract DA-1 1-022-ORD-1983,
University of Illinois, Urbana; April 1, 1956.

2 M. E. Van Valkenburg, "Special case of a bridge
equivalent of,Brune networks," PROC. IRE, vol. 44,
p. 1621; November, 1956.

Z12 =

+aibi + ao-bo
2ai

boVC/aoK

The network which realizes (1) is shown in
Fig. 1(b).

The case treated above suggests the
possibility of representing the function z(s)
as the input to an RC two-port network
terminated in a single inductance. However,
since the necessary and sufficient conditions
for the realization of the complete imped-
ance matrix as an RC two-port are still
unknown, we cannot hope to achieve results
as general as before. For this representation,
shown schematically in Fig. 2(a), (3) is modi-

12

Zs R-C E2 L

(a)

2KM

(b)
Fig. 2.

fied to give

Z(s) = K
s + a,

s

(8)

It can be easily verified that the residue and
real-part conditions are always satisfied with
the equal sign. Hence the poles are compact.
This, plus the positive real character of the
two RL driving-point impedances of (5), as-
sures us that z11, Z22, and Z12 represent a
physically realizable RL two-port network.
This constitutes sufficient proof for estab-
lishment of the following theorem.

Theorem: Any biquadratic minimum
driving-point impedance function can be
realized as the input to an RL two-port
network terminated in a single capaci-
tance.

Although a realization of Z(s) is always
possible according to the -theorem, it is nlot
impossible to say that no inductive coupling
is necessary, or that the realization will
yield a minimum number of elements. For
obvious reasons, however, we seek those
realizations which involve no inductive
coupling. This means that the Fialkow-Gerst
conditions must be satisfied. For this simple
case we find, because of the compact nature
of the poles, that this is possible only if the
corresponding residues of the poles of zil,
Z22, Z12 are equal. This implies that ZI = 22,
and so an additional restriction is imposed
on the coefficients of Z(s) in the form

aO= 1/4.
bo (9)

The open-circuit impedance parameters of
the two-port finally reduce to

Z1 = Z22= Kas + ao, 1= Kals-a (10)
bo bo

which we recognize to be realizable in the
form of a symmetrical lattice containing
two reactive and two resistive elements.

from which we find

s + a,
Zn ,--K ---,

s

1 aoL
1+-

sL s + a,_ (11)
1 (bOs + bo)L
sL s

(bos + bo)L
S

s + a,
V122 = --- .

aoL
(12)

From (2), (6), and (12) we compute the
open-circuit transfer function to be

bo + alb, - ao

2bt
Z12 /VK

(11NbiKL)S
(13)

Since the coefficients are always positive, the
two open-circuit impedances of (12) repre-
sent positive real RC driving-point func-
tions. Also, a check of the residue and real-
part conditions again shows that they are
satisfied with the equality sign. Because of
the compact nature of the poles the only
way we can possibly obtain a realization of
Z(s) as the input to an RC two-port termi-
nated in a single inductor is for the corre-
sponding residues of the poles of znl, Z22,
an-d Z12 to be equal, in which case the Fial-
kow-Gerst conditions are automatically
satisfied. Again zI =Z22 SO that the resulting
restriction on the coefficients of Z(s) will be

ao/bos=4. (14)
The open-circuit impedances of the two-
port now become

s+a, s- a,
Zll == 22 = K---^ Z12 = K - (15)

S S

which are realizable as a symmetrical lat-
tice. The complete network is shown in Fig.
2(b).

The method of synthesis of biquadratic
minimum functions presented here has
yielded directly the two networks of Figs.
l(b) and 2(b), both of which contain a mini-
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inumnut-nbee- of elernents. Nc0prior assump-
tion was made as to their topological form,
nior was any augmentationi of the impedarice
function with surplus factors required as in
Kim's method, Furthermore, the nature of
the reactanice X(w) at the frequency cn is of
no consequence with the method presented
here, and so need not be considered. In addi-
tion, (9) ancd (14), which are a direct conse
quence of the method of realization, are pre
cisely those conditions on the coefficients of
Z(s) stated earlier by Van Valkenburg.

K. B. IRANI
C. P. WOMACK

Dept. of Elect. Engrg.
University of Kansas

Lawrenc e, Karis.

Transformation of Impedances
Having a Negatlve Real Part and
the Stability of Negative Resistance
Devices*

1. TRANSFORMATION OF IMPEDANCF
If a circuit element possessing a negative

real part terminates one end of a transmis-
sion line, the magnitude of the reflection co-
efficient will, in general, be greater than
unity. At first glance, it would appear that
the standard transmissioni line calculator
(Smith Charti) would have to be expanded
beyond p =1 (p is the reflection coefficient)
in order that it can be used for finding the
values of transformed impedances (admnit-
tances). However, as will be shown below,
the present Smith Chart can be used if the
radius sector is interpreted as the reciprocal
of the reflection coefficient.

Basically, as is well known, the Smith
Chart is the plot of the real and imaginary
parts of the function.

1 + pe2is

I pe2ig
in the plane where p and 0 are polar co-or-
dinates; p is the reflection coefficient and 0
is the electrical phase angle. A method for
tIansformiiig impedances with a negative
real part can be obtained by use of the fol-
lowing identity:

1+ peiJ p

jPe2j e20

and its equivalent
Z ZL+jZetan ( 0)_ {~~~~~~~~~~2)
Z° Ze + j( ZL) tan ( 0)

where
Zo =characteristic impedance of line
Z2 terminating impedance
Z = transformed impedance.

* Received by the IRE, February 17, 1960.
1 H. P. Smith, 'Transmission line calculator,

Electro?>cs, pp. 29-31; January, 1939.

t-Fihe procedU r -itransformng 'the in
pedance

ZL R +jX,

through the electrical angle 0 along a line of
characteristic irtipe(ance lsitig the Smith
Chart, is as follows:

1) Norrmalize the impedanece and form its
negative

.R x1w?,X

2) Plot this point on the Smith Chart
3))tse the Smith Chart in the usual fash

ion except that the anigular direction is
opposite; i.e. go "toward load" whet
physically the tratisforination is "to
ward generator" an-d conversely.

4) Take the niegative of the reading on the
Chart and mutltiply by Zo for the final
result.

5) The reflection coefficient is the recip-
rocal of that given on the Chart

6) The standing wave ratio is the tnegative
of that oni the Chart.

7) Use a similar procedure for tra1sform-
ing admittances.

In the case that the linie has a loss per
unit length giveni by the real part of the
complex propagatioin factor y, where

yl = el +jl al + jO (3)
we mtust use a proedure sitmtilar to that used
for ordinary impedances except to spiral
outward instead of inuward. This corre-
sponds to replacing

1s 1 ~~~e2alb)y
PI IpIe2al pI

if

cel7 0 < 01, < ol=- 0

is such that the rim of the Chart may be
reached, we then have a transition from
negative to positive input resistance. This,
of course, corresponids to the physical situa-
tion, in that eniergy prodtiction by the active
element is balanced by eniergy loss im the
line,

11 STABILITY OF NEGATIVE
RESISTANCE DFvIcEs

In low frequency series-fed circuits em
ploying devices which possess negative re
sistance and series reactive elements, the
condition for stability against oscillation is
that the positive resistance (sink of energy)
must exceed the negative resistance (soure
of energy). If the positive and negative
resistances are separated by a finite length
of transmission line, this condition is not
sufficienit, since the positive resistance may
only lightly load the negative resistai ce
device.

For the remainder of this sectioni, we
shall consider the shunt-ifed circuit shown in
Fig. 1. It consists of a conltact current gen
erator whose equivalent admittance is Y4
connected to a transmission of characteiis-
tic admittance Yo anid length L. The line is
terminatedc in an admittance Y_ whichhaT
a negative real part. The condition for stable
oscillations is that

y- a- (4)

Y-

where

Y/) +jFY taTn 0)~ y- 0 = OL.(5)Yo+j( Y-) tan( 0) f

Note that the valne of Y ' as a fumXetiotm of
frequency (through 0) is given by the locus
of points oni the Smiiith Chart correspotiding
to the transforniatior girven n section I for
differenit values of 0 If the frequeticy banid
considered is sufficiently large, the curve
will have to be continued on separate
sheets) Similarly the values of Y+/lY as a
functioni of frequency can be plotted onz the
Chart a necessary corditioti fori stability is
that the two curves do not in'tersect. How-
ever, this 'ondition is not sufficient, for two
reasons:

1) It does not ule out the possibil ty of
growing oscillations,

2) Because of nonlinearities, the absolute
value of the real part of Y_ may range
from zero to a maximum value (for
exatimple a tuntnel dioto)

We can take the second factor into ac
count by considering the locus to consist of
the entire region bounded ort the outside by
the sum of the Chart ([p] :- I), aiid on the in-
side by the loets determined fromn |RI Y I
having its imaxitiiurn value. The sufficient
conditiott for stable amplficattort is then
that the locus V/+Y does not eriter into
this regioni.

The criternon conforms to the usual cri
teria for stable operatornFIrst for vanish-
ingly-small 0 it is assumed that

RIY+4 > RIY- (6)
which is the coid'ition for stable operation
wheii the positive atid negative conductatiees
are located at points of equivalent electiical
phase. Secondly, at any freqenicy, it itiplies
that

P--

(cf section 1, ProcedLure step 5) (7)

where p+ are the reflection coefficients for the
line terminated in 1 This condition2 also
insures that the Laplace tratisfornri of the
current anrd voltage, at any point on the
line, has no poles in the half-plane

Rls ?R1(o + jo) > 0

where s is the comoplex frequency variable.
BERNARD RosEN

RCA
Surface Communicationi Lab.

75 Varick St.
New York, N Y

2 E Weber, 'Linear Transient Analysis,' Johni
Wiley and Sons, Inc., New York, N1 Y., vol. 2 pp
285-286; 1956
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Relativity: Blessing or Blindfold?*
The latest attempt to measure an ether

drift (with the ammonia maser) gave the ex-
pected zero drift but with a much improved
accuracy.' For some time the preferred in-
terpretation of a null ether drift has been
confirmation of the special theory of rela-
tivity and rejection of an ether. However, a
second interpretation, based on the Fitz-
gerald-Lorentz contraction theory, also ex-
plains the null result but allows an ether.
The special theory was originally preferred
becauise of the ad hoc nature of the Fitz-
gerald-Lorentz theory. This ad hoc stigma
has since been removed by Ives' classical
derivation of the Lorentz transformations.2
Furthermore, Ives has extended the Fitz-
gerald-Lorentz theory to explain the three
famous tests of general relativity: the ad-
vance of the perihelion of Mercury3 and the
bending and frequency shift of light in a
gravitational field.4 Thus, a theoretical
superiority of the relativistic interpretation
is now questionable.

There is a major physical difference be-
tween the two theories: The special theory
requires that the measured one-way velocity
of light in a vacuum, c, be constant, while
the Fitzgerald-Lorentz theory requires only
that the measured average velocity of an
otut-and-back light signal be constant and
-equal to c. This difference has not yet been
put to a proper test. All experiments to date,
including the maser experiment,' give the
average velocity of a two-way light signal,
or the equivalent. A variation in the one-
way velocity of light with direction in space
(in the absence of a significant gravitational
field) is prima-facie evidence for the exist-
ence of an ether.

Resolution of the ether problem is requi-
site for our efforts to fathom the hypostasis
of matter and radiation. The present abun-
dance of electrical particles has been com-
pared to the enigmatic profusion of chemical
elements before the discovery of the electron,
and is considered to herald the discovery of
a subelectrical form of matter. Is this sub-
electrical matter the constituent of a ubiqui-
tous ether which forms an invisible sea in
which the electrical particles (and radiation)
exist; or is this subelectrical matter confined
only to the electrical particles (and quanta)?
Resolution of the ether question can be of
considerable heuristic value here. Continued
emphasis on the special theory detracts from
the nieed for a crucial experiment.

Maxwell6 was the first to propose a oie-
way measurement from observations of as-

* Received by the IRE, March 17, 1960.
J. P. Cedarholm and C. H. Townies, "A new

experimental test of special relativity," Nature, vol.
184, pp. 1350 1351; October 31, 1959.

2 H. E. Ives, "Derivation of the Lorentz trans-
formations," Phil. Mag., vol. 36, pp. 392-403; June,
1945.

3 H. E. Ives, 'The behavior of an interferometer
in a gravitational field, II. Applicationi to a planetary
orbit,' J. Opt. Soc. Am., vol. 38, pp. 413-416; April,
1948.

4 H. E. Ives, "The behavior of an interferometer
in a gravitational field," J. Opt. Soc. Am., vol. 29, pp.
183-187; May, 1939.

5 J. C. Maxwell, "Ether," Enc. Brit,, 9th ed., vol.
8; 1878._

W. D. Niven, Ed., 'The Scientific Papers of James
Clerk Maxwell,' Dover Publications, Inc., New York,
N. Y., vol. 2, p. 763; 1890.

Anonymous, "Clerk Maxwell and the Michelson
experiment,' Nature, vol. 125, p. 566; April, 1930.

tronoomical objects. Much later Bottlinger6
suggested this as a test of relativity. Cour-
voisier,7 following his suggestion, found,
from the 1908-26 eclipse observations of
Jovian satellites, an ecliptic component of
the sun's motion through an ether of 715
±95 km/sec directed at an angle of 132°
± 60. However, this result is not very con-
vincing because the observed variation,
which is somewhat less than the probable
error in the eclipse observations, can also
result from some flaw in the complicated and
incomplete gravitational theory of the Jovi-
an system.

An independent evaluation of the timing
error due to the motion of the earth alone
should overcome this objection of gravita-
tional theory. In Fig. 1 the heliocentric
longitudes of a planet, the earth and the
light ray are respectively 0, q, and V', with
respect to the direction of the First Point of
Aries, T. It is assumed that the component
of the sun's motioni throtugh ani ether in the
ecliptic plane is w at angle a, w<<c, and the
paths of the earth and planet are coplaniar.

since R cos (4,-a)±s cos (k-a)=p cos

(G-a), where the plus and minus signs apply
as above. The result is independent of the
observed object provided the object is not
an earth satellite.

The timin-g error At, should exist simul-
taneously with Ats/ and At,, in the residu-
als from calculated and observed times of
astronomical observations. The relative er-
ror At,/R should then be equal in amplitude
and opposite in phase to .Ath/p and for outer
planets At,,/s. It would be difficult to explain
how classical gravitational theory, without
specifying an anisotropy of space, could intro-
duce into two unrelated motions, such as
those of the earth and a planet, a common
periodic error referenced to some arbitrary
direction in space. Courvoisier approximated
the heliocentric error (1), but did not evalu-
ate the indepen-dernt timing error due to the
earth. Analysis of a sufficient number of
residuals of past astronomical observations
with modern computers should permit an
unambiguous check for a variatiom- in the
one-way velocity or light.

Because of the paucity of suitable astro-
nomical objects substantially outside the
ecliptic plane, past observations cans only
yield the ecliptic component of the sun's
motion through an ether. Hence, experi-
ments with artificial satellites are desirable
to explore the direction norml-al to the eclip-
tic plane. For an earth satellite, the deriva-
tion of the timing error is the same as for
(1). This may be rewritten for a satellite as

Aj S(V/c2) cOS y

Fig. I-Relation of sun, earth and planet.

Terms above the first order are neglected.
Lorentzian variations in length, time, and
mass therefore do not apply. During the
time t = p/c required for reflected light to re-
turni to the sun, the sun moves a distance wt
in the ether. For a heliocentric observer, the
error in determining the planet's position
(calculated minus observed time) is

Ath- p/C r/C p(w/f2) (- a) (1)

since, from the geometry

r [(p COS (o-a) -Wt)2 + p2 sin ( - a) 1/2

-p p(w/c) cos (0 a). (2)

Similarly, with respect to a geocentric ob-
server, the earth moves a distance wt in the
calcuilated time s/c, to give a time error of

At, = ± s(w/C2) (,6 a) (3)

where the plus and minus signs apply for
outer and inner planets respectively. The
two timiing errors, (1) and (3), differ because
the positions of the earth and sun do not
coincide. The difference, which is the timinig
error due to the path of the earth, is
Ate Atg At -R(W/C2) COS (m a) (4)

K. F. Bottlinger, "JYber eine astronomische
Prtifungsmnglichkeit des Relativitftsprinzips," Astro-
uomische Nachrichtee, Band 211, No. 5051, columns
239-240; 1920.

7 L. Courvoisier, "Ableitung der 'absoluten' Erd-
bewegung aus beobachteten Limngen der Jupiter-
Satelliten," Astronomische Nachrichten, band 239, nr,
5715, columns 33-38; 1930.

(5)
where S is the distance between observer anid
satellite, v is the velocity of the observer
through the ether, and y is the angle between
S and v. A stable oscillator in a satellite may
be used to seek this timing error. In any
transmission between satellite and earth, the
time At, introduces a variable advance or
delay which appears to the observer as a
phase-modulated signal. The phase advance
in cycles due to the time variation is fAt!.
where f is the oscillator frequency. The timne
derivative of this gives the correspondiing
frequency shift. Substittuting (5), differeniti-
ating, and solving for the relative frequency
shift results in

2f [(dS/dt) cos-y-S(dy/dt) sin 71. (6)

The maximumii values of dS/dt amid
Sd y/dt are of the order of the satellite's
orbital velocity. Optimumn-i sensitivities are
thus obtain-ed with low-altitude satellites
and the expressioni in the brackets theni has
a maximtum valuze of the order of 10
km/sec. Satellite trailsmissioll frequenicies
have been measured8 to 1 part in 10', and
should therefore permit the detection of ail
ether drift of the order of 100 kiml/sec. How-
ever, the frequency shift in (6) muLst cornI-
pete with the Doppler shift anid other
sources of frequenicy variation, such as drift.
Since the Doppler shift is of the order of the
orbital velocity divided by c for most of the
path of a low-altitude satellite, the maxi
mum shift in (6) is v/c timies smrialler. Never-
theless, re-examination of a sufficiently

s M. Bernstein, G. H. Gougotulis, 0. P. Layden,
W. T. Scott, and H. D. Tanzman, "Satellite Doppler
measurements," Proc. IRF, vol. 46, pp. 782-783;
April, 1958.
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large body of existing data may permit de-
tection of an ether drift, or the establish-
ment of an upper limit for one.

Use of an atomic clock should improve
accuracy by increasing frequency resolution
and oscillator stability. The improvement
may be sufficient to give significant results
with widely separated earth-bound clocks
by simultaneous frequency measurements of
the same radio transmission. Such compari-
sons are now being made in this country and
in England for other purposes.9

A direct measurement of a variation in
transmission time, such as the timing error
in (5), may be made as suggested elsewhere'0
by precisely keying an oscillator in time.
Measurement of the keyed periods by the
observer is independent of frequency varia-
tions due to Doppler shift, drift, or other
causes. With an atomic clock having a stabil-
ity of I part in 1010 per day, a total variation
in the keyed periods of + 8.64 ,us per day is
detectable. A satellite with a period of one
day hovers at an altitude of about 36,000
km. For an observer directly underneath, the
minimum detectable ether drift in the plane
of the satellite's orbit is, from (5), 21.6
km/sec. Sensitivity may be increased by
increasing the satellite's distance provided
the clock stability can be maintained over
the longer orbital period. The ecliptic com-
ponent timing error may be differentiated
from the parameters of the satellite's orbit
because the component's phase varies 360°
per year. A more direct comparison is ob-
tained by simultaneously measuring the sat-
ellite's distance S with an out-and-back
radio signal by using the satellite as a beacon.

Regardless of the question of an ether,
it is of scientific interest to measure the one-
way velocity of light with at least the same
precision as the measured average of a two-
way signal. The apparent neglect of the one-
way measurement, despite the means at
hand and the current preparations for re-
lated experiments which are more elaborate
and advanced, attests to the almost uni-
versal, but premature, acceptance of the sec-
ond postulate of the special theory of rela-
tivity.

MARTIN RUDERFER
Dimensions, Inc.

Brooklyn 4, N. Y.

L. V. Essen, J. V. L. Parry, and J. A. Pierce,
.Comparison of caesium resonators by transatlantic
radio transmission," Nature, vol. 180, pp. 526-528;
September 14, 1957.

' J. T. Anderson, 'Determination of the orbit of
an artificial satellite, PROC. IRE, vol. 47, pp. 1658-
1659: September, 1959.

Microwave Detection and Harmonic
Generation by Langmuir-Type
Probes in Plasmas*

The demodulation of microwave signals
(f-10,000 mc), when they are impressed
upon a Langmuir-type metallic probe in

* Received by the IRE March 30, 1960.

contact with an ionized gaseous medium, has
been examined. The plasma was that which
forms in the negative glow region of a cold-
cathode dc discharge established in helium
or neon at pressures -1-10 mm Hg. The
metallic probe was generally a 0.5-cm length
of 1.0-mil tungsten wire and was the exten-
sion of the center conductor of a coaxial mi-
crowave cable (TEM mode). A change in
the "continuous" probe current, as the am-
plitude of the microwave electric potential
varied, indicated demodulation.

The nonlinear volt-ampere characteris-
tic of a probe immersed in a plasma is well
known and would predict a rectification
effect for alternating voltages similar to that
observed for the point contact semicon-
ductor diode. This effect has been proposed
since at least 1916' for the demodulation of
low-frequency electrical waves. The present
interest stems from recent measurements2
of the electron temperature in the negative
glow plasma established in helium, which
indicates quite a low temperature, -400°K,
approaching that of the gas, 300°K. A low
effective temperature for the charge carriers
(for our case electrons) will lead to a sharp
"knee" in the volt-ampere characteristics of
the metallic probe. This effect is clearly
shown in Fig. 1. Here, the oscilloscopic pres-
entation of probe current, while the probe
voltage is swept at a low audio rate, is com-
pared with the current flowing in a con-
ventional 1N23B crystal diode treated in
similar fashion. Note that both curves have
sharp and similar knees which would predict
equivalent sensitivity for demodulation of
radio-frequency waves, provided that each
curve retained its shape and significance
at the higher frequencies.

In one of several arrangements it was
possible to impress a pulsed microwave
signal (9375 mc with 4-,usec pulse duration)
alternately on the metallic probe or on the
plasma medium surrounding the probe. Fig.
2 shows the resulting demodulated pulses.
The crystal detected pulse is displayed in
Fig. 2(c) for purposes of comparison. Fig.
2(a), with microwave energy present only in
the plasma, shows a relatively slow response
with time constant - one microsecond. The
essential details of this response may be ex-
plained by an alteration of the temperature
of the plasma electrons while absorbing
microwave energy,3 and an accompanying
change in plasma space potential. When the
microwave is impressed on the probe an
additional response is noted in Fig. 2(b) at
the time of application and removal of the
pulse. The rapidity of this response is limited
only by the oscilloscope and circuitry.

Of particular interest is the sensitivity
of the gaseous discharge detector in com-
parison with a conventional IN23B crystal
diode. When both types of detectors were
tuned for optimum output in equivalent
mounts and for incident microwave power

I P. C. Hewitt, 'Method of, and Apparatus, for,
Translating Electrical Variations," U. S. Pat. No.
1,144,596; June 29, 1915.

2 J. M. Anderson, 'Ultimate and secondary elec-
tron energies with a negative glow of a cold-cathode
discharge in helium," to be published in the J. Appi.
Phys.; March, 1960.

a J. M. Anderson and L. Goldstein, "Interaction of
electromagnetic waves of radio-frequency in iso-
thermal plasmas,' Phys. Rev., vol. 100, pp. 1037-
1046; November. 1960.

Fig. I-Comparison of metallic probe and semicon-
ductor diode volt-ampere characteristics with
voltage swept at a low audio frequency.

(c)

Fig. 2-Video response of Langmuir-type probes im-
mersed in a negative glow plasma established in
helium at a pressure of 5 mm Hg.

s0.1 milliwatt, the crystal detectorreqtiired
approximately 3 db less power for equal re-
sponse. The minimum detectable signal or
noise level of the discharge detector was not
examined in these tests. When the cold-
cathode discharge plasma was established
in neon instead of helium, the discharge de-
tector was approximately 13 db inferior to
the crystal.

The magnitude of the fast response, de-
scribed above, was examined as a ftlnction
of the incident microwave power. In all
cases, the response of the discharge detector
for low microwave powers, 210 mw, fol-
lowed closely the square law expected from
a semiconductor diode.

The above effects suggest a form of recti-
fication between the metallic probe and the
plasma wherein the nonlinearity of the de-
vice is active for each cycle of alternation of
the incident microwave. The generation of
waves harmonic in frequency to the incident
microwave is immediately suggested. In an
appropriately arranged K-band crystal de-
tector mount tuned to 18,750 mc, an almost
square pulse of microwave energy having
rapid rise and fall was detected, which co-
incided in time with an incident microwave
pulse at 9375 mc to the discharge detector.
However, this freqtLency multiplier was
found inferior to a semiconductor diode,
1N23B, by about 16 db in the ability to gen-
erate second harmonic energy. A neon-
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Correspondence

filled discharge detector was 17 db inferior to
the crystal under similar circumstances. In
these second-harmonic measurements, cir-
cuinistances occasioned a hollow-cathode
type of discharge as the only form employed.
Later, electronis in this discharge type were
fountd to have a characteristically high tem-
perature, -1000°i. Most probably, a dis-
charge detector having a plane cathode, as

used in the work associated with Figs. I and
2, would show a greater efficiency for har-
monic generationi, but such was not re-
examined.

It may be mentioned that a portion of
the experimental results reported by M.
Uenohara, et al.,4 and by J. R. Baird and
P. D. Colemanr might possibly be explained
oil the basis of that given for the above ex-

periments, siice metallic electrodes were
present in their discharge tubes. However,
the above described detector is presumably
dissimilar to one of current interest de-
scribed by Udelson and by Gould,6 where-
in the dc discharge current sustaining the
cold-cathode discharge is altered when
microwave energy is incident on one or more
plasma regions of the discharge.

J. M. ANDERSON
General Electric Res. Lab.

P. 0. Box, 1088
Schenectady, N. Y.

4 M. Uenohara, M. Uenohara, T. Masutani, and
K. Inada, 'A new high-power frequency multiplier,"
PROC. IRE, vol. 45, pp. 1419-1420: October, 1957.

5 J. R. Baird and P. D. Coleman, 'Millimeter
waves," Polytechnic Institute of Brooklyn, N. Y.,
Microwave Res. Inst., Symposia Series, vol. 9, pp.

289-300; March, 1959.
6 B. J. Udelson, 'Effect of microwave signals inci-

dent upon different regions of a dc hydrogen glow
discharge, J. Appl. Phys., vol. 28, pp. 380-381;
March, 1959. L. Gould, U. S. Army Signal Corps,
Engrg. Labs., Fort Monmouth, N. J., Signal Corps
Task No. 323B. Tech. Memo No. M-1836; October
31, 1956.

A New Use of the Junction Transis-
tor as a Pulse-Width Modulator*

Price's paper' reports that transistors
call be used as a pulse-width modulator in a

saturation region, utilizing the minority car-

rier storage effect. That technique is de-
scribed with a "selected point-contact tran-
sistor" whose current gain, alpha, is larger
than five. The collector potential is modu-
lated, using a common base configuration.

't'his paper describes a new method of
pulse-width modtulationi which modulates
the base pulse current in a common emitter
coiifigturation. '[his new method is more

stuited to juncetioin transistors. It is expected,
therefore, that a more applicable and prac-

tical method of modulation with good linear-

itv and effectiveness will be obtained.
If enough input pulse current is supplied

to saturate the transistor, each output pulse

* Received by the IRE, March 28, 1960.
l J. C. Price, 'A conductivity storage transistor

pulse width modulator,' Elec. Eigrg., vol. 30, pp.
88-90; February. 1958.

maintains a constant amplitude during the
storage time, due to the fact that the col-
lector load resistance and collector bias sup-
ply voltage are fixed.

When the input current is modulated by
audio freqtiencies at the base of the tran-
sistor in saturation region, only the width of
output pulses varies in accordance with the
input modulation signal. Thus the pulse am-
plitude modulatioii at the input is trans-
formed to the pulse-width (or phase) modu-
lation at the output automatically.

A simplified circuit for this method is
shown in Fig. 1. The modulated input and
output voltage waveforms are shown in Fig.
2, where the pulse-width is 10 microseconds,
repetition frequency is 10 kilocycles, Re is
4.7 kilohms and Ec is.6 volts. In Fig. 3, the
demodulated sine wave with a frequency of
100 cycles is illustrated. The distortion fac-
tor of the wave is about 5.5 per cent. Using
a proper circuit, it was found that, according
to the oscillographic observation, the dis-
tortion factor of the sine waves up to 10 kilo-
cycles is almost the same as that of the wave
at 100 cycles.

Triggering a flip-flop by the differeiiti-
ated imptilse of the output modulated pulse,
as shown in Fig. 4, the distortion factor of

.I.sigt

Fig I-ipIfe PWMciruit

Fig. 2-Modulated pulse waves. Input voltage, PAM
(upper) and output voltage, PWM (lower) of this
method, using a low frequency junction tran-
sistor. Input alloy width is 00 ysec.

the system will become less thaii 5 per cent.
This method also serves as a simple

pulse-delaying circuit adaptable to various
pulse and logic circtiits.

Plans are being made for estimating the
signal-to-noise ratio and limit of modulation
factor at any given circuit and frequency
conditions.

The author is grateful to Dr. H. Kuroda
and Dr. T. Nakano for their valuable discus-
siolis.

1. TAGOSHIMA
Tech. Res. Lab.

Japan Broadcasting Corp.
Kinuta, Setegaya, Tokyo, Japan

On the Uniqueness Theorem for
Electromagnetic Fields*

The following proof of the uniqueness
theorem of the solution of boundary value
problems in electromagnetic field theory will
be based on the general ideas of uniqtueness
theorem proof given by Stratton.' However,
this proof will be original in a way, as it will
consider also the case of resonant modes and
mixed boundary conditions in the steady-
state case, which were not considered by
Stratton.

Let V be a region of space bounded by a

closed surface S. It will be assumed that V
is an isotropic medium with the scalar pa-
ramaters ,I, f,__ as arbitrarv functions of
position. Let (El; H1) and (E2; H2) be two
solutions of the fieldl equations with har-
monic timevariation e-'". Assuming linearitv
of the field eqtuations, the difference field
E =E, -E2 andH =H, -H2 is also a solu-
tion of the boundary value problem. Let tis

assume that the sources lie entirely outside
the region V.

From Maxwell's equations with har-
monic time variation one can get the follow-
ing relation for thecomplex Poyntingvector:'

V.(E XH*) a- eEE

+ i2. ( ' H7H*- - (-)

Taking the volume integral on both sides ot
(1), and separating into real and imaginiary
pairs we get:

Re f(E X H*) ndS = - fE2dV

Im ff (EX H*) ndS

Fig. 3-Demoduilated sine wave (100 cycles).

?i4 dlt.d
.tPIt P.l...

,_ , Diff q cipCi

-V --1 np St

flop O oip'i
Cirp

Fig. 4-Block diagrlm of a ptilse
readjitsting circutit.

(2a)

=2f,(2 1I2H 2 E2)dV. (2b)
2 2~~~~~(b

If we_prescribe 12XEl=fnXE2 or n XH7
= FiX112 on the stirface S, the left-hand side
iiitegrals in (2) will vanish since

(EXH*) n = ( XE)7H*
= - (jn II*) E, (3)

* Received by the IRE, March 7, 1960.
'J. A. Stratton, "Electromagnetic Theory, Mc-

Graw-Hill Book Co., Inc., New York. N. Y., pp. 137,
486-488; 1941.
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and E=E-A2, and H7=t1-H2. The in-
tegrals on the left-hand side of (2) will also
van'ish in the mixed boundary conditions
case in which X>ElR=xE2 is prescribed
over part of the closed surface Sand RXxHi
=l XH2 is prescribed over the rest of the
surface S. Therefore (2) will become

fE2dV = 0, (4a)

Hi2dV E2dV (4b)

We must distinguish between two differ-
ent cases in (4). a) crz0. The medium has
losses. In this case we see from (4a) that
since a>0, we will have to have throughout
the volume V, E=E1-E2=- Using this
in (4b) we also get H=Hl-H2 =O0 through-
out the volume V. Therefore, in those cases

the two solutions will be identical. b) a= 0.
The medium does iiot have any losses. In
this case (4a) becomes an identity and
only (4b) is left. From this equation we

see that the differences E=E1-E2- and
11= H-1-2 do not have to be identically
zero throughout the volume V. The only
requirement in (4b) by itself is that the total
average electric energy of the difference
field will be equal to the total average
magnetic energy of the difference field;,
in other words it is required that the differ
ensce electromagnetic field between the two
solutions will be a resonant mode. Only in
cases where we do not have any resonant
modes will we get a unique solution. One
such case is the case of an unbounded region
with radiation conditions prescribed at in-
finity.2

Let us summarize the uniqueness theo
rem:

A harmonic time-varying electromag
netic field is uniquely determined within
a lossy bounded region V, by prescribing
one of the following on the surrounding
surface S:

1) the tangential component of the
electric vector.

2) the tangential component of the
magnetic vector,

3) the tangential component of the
electric vector over part of the sur-

face S, and the tangential com-

ponent of the magnetic vector over
the rest of the surface S.

In case of a lossless bounded region
V, the electromagnetic field will not be
uniquely determined by the above, since
by adding any number of resonant modes
to a solution, a new solution will be found.

In case of an unbounded region V, with
radiation conditions at infinity, any one

of the above will determine a unique so-

lution.
H. UNZ

Elect. Engrg Dept.
University of Kansas

Lawrence, Kans.

2 W. K. Saunders, Proc. Natil Acad Sciences, vol.

38, pp. 342-348; April, 1952.

J-Band Strip-Line Y Circulator*
A strip-line Ycirculator has been realized

with successful results in the L-band case.1 2

The lower the operating frequency of the
circulator is, the inore difficult the realiza-
tion of the circulator becomes, because of
the lowering of the figure of merit which
comes from the characteristics of both poly-

crystalline YIG and the strip-line. The tri
plate strip-line Y circulators in the lower
bands of the UHF region have been tested
in order to find out their practical lowest
operating frequency, and good results have
beeii obtaiIsed even in the Jband (from 350
mc to 530 mc), which is reported later in
this letter. It has also been ascertainsed that
the piracttical lowest limit of the operating
frequency of the cireulator is expected to be
at some frequency band in the VHF region.

According to the experimental results of
the circulator made up for the several bands
in the UHF region, the figures of merit (the
backward transmsission loss in decibels upon
the forward traissmission loss in decibels)
the necessary applied magnetic fields by
Alnico magniets, aid the sizes of the devices
(in which three type n connectors, three co

axial line-strip liue juinctions, thbee Alnico
magnets, and two adjustable pole pieces are

included), are given in Fig. 1 agaiiist the
operatinig free-space wavelength respec-
tively. In the case of the circulator made up
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* Received by the IRE, March 29, 1960.
1 L. Davis, Jr., U. Milano, and J. Saunders, 'A

strip-line L-band compact circulator," PROC. IRE
vol. 48 pp. 1i15 116; January 1960.

2 S. YOSHIDA, "Strip-ine Y circulator," PROC
IRE vol. 48, pp. 1337-1338; July, 1960.

to 360'mc use in the J-lband they are abouLt
100, about 1250 oersteds, 6 inches in

diameter (2 inches inl height), respectively.
Whei a wave of frequency 360 nce eters,

for example, through arm I from a matched
generator, it comes out from arms 2 and 3
terminated by i-natched detectors Trans-
mission losses are showxn agaiust the applied
dc magnetic field in Fig. 2. Wher the ex-
ternal de magnetic field corresponsding to
point A (about 1250 oersteds) in this figure
is applied, the clockwise circulator is com-
pleted in this case. In practice, three Alnico
magnets, having a maginetic field corre-
sponding to the point A, are set to the strip
line Y junction. 'he freqjenicy characteris-
tics of the circlator are shown in Fig. 3.
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These data are obtained for the circulator
with type n coaxial con ectors Typical
performance is within 0.4-db insertion loss
over 20-db isolatiorn with VSWR less than
I db over 7 per cenit baidwidth of the ceinter
frequericy in J-band, and is 0.35 to 34.8 db
with VSWVR 0.3 db at the ceniter of the band.
We caii expect to get better characteristics
when the strip-line circulator is used without
the coaxial connectors anid the coaxial strip-
line juictions. The saie type of circulator
can be made in the case of the other types of
strip-line. Also, a msicrowave switch caii be
easily made by the iiodiilation of the ex

ternal nagnetic field.
S. YOSHIDA

Matsrida Res. Lab.
Tokyo Shibaura Electric Co., Ltd.

Kawasaki, Kanagawa, Japan
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Interaction of Two Microwave Sig-
nals in a Ferroelectric Material*

A conventional degenerate mode para-
metric amplifier was used as a research tool
to study the ferroelectric interaction with
two microwave signals. Certain interesting
results were obtained, namely, that there
was an exchange of energy from the pump
frequency to the signal frequency in the
ferroelectric material via an idler frequency.
Results are shown in Table 1.

There was too much loss in the system at
1200 mc and 820 mc to obtain any gain; in
fact, the insertion loss of the microwave cir-
cuit with material used was 7.5 db. Remov-

* Received by the IRE, April 11i 1960.

TABLE I

Relative
Amplitude

of the Pumpf. fr Idler to the Power
Signal

Frequency

2600 mc 5200 mc -31 db I watt
1200 mc 2400 mc -6 db 120 mw
820 mc 1640 mc -6 db 1somw

ing the pump frequency removes the idler
and also lowers the amplitude of the signal
frequency. The operation is very similar to a
parametric amplifier with a low-cutoff fre-
quency or lossy varactor.

The ferroelectric material was Barium
Titanate of the polycrystalline type, Aero-

1665

vox Body 90, operating at room temperature
below its Curie point. A small chip, 0.005
inch thickness and 0.010 inch on a side, was
used in a modified microwave crystal holder.
The capacity of the sample was 2.2 ,u,f.

It does appear that the permittivitv of
the material can be varied at a microwave
frequency rate; hence, the material becomes
a variable capacity, thus making possible
the basic element for a ferroelectric para-
metric amplifier.

The author wishes to acknowledge the
stimulating discussions with Dr. H. Diamond
and T. H. Butler of the University of Michi-
gan.

IRVING GOLDSTEIN, MANAGER
Solid-State Physics Branch

Raytheon Missile Systems Div.
Bedford, Mass.
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